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© 2016 Stu Bloom. All Rights Reserved.

The copyright of this ebook belongs to the author, who is solely responsible for its contents.
The copyright holder is licensing this under the Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 United States License.
To view a copy of this license, visit www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/us/

This ebook is available as a free download – without email registration – by visiting  
www.ravefabricare.com/freestuff.

Some product and/or company names mentioned in this ebook may be trademarks of companies 
other than RAVE FabriCARE and are the sole property of their respective owners. Similarly, any 
photos or images used in this ebook remain the copyright of their respective owners.

No commercial use of this ebook is permitted and no changes of any kind may be made to its 
contents.

Other than that, please feel free to incorporate it into your website, talk about it on your blog, 
share it on social media, or email it to whoever you believe might be interested. Such as your 
bespoke tailor, custom shirt maker, professional clothier, personal shopper, friend, relative or 
business associate. Even your dry cleaner and your shirt laundry.
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You also have an unlimited right to print multiple copies of this ebook and hand out copies to 
every well-dressed individual you encounter.

However, if you do decide to incorporate it into your website, talk about it on your blog, or 
share it on social media, please provide proper attribution to Stu Bloom and RAVE FabriCARE, 
accompanied by a link back to www.ravefabricare.com.

Oh, by the way. If you share this ebook with your dry cleaner and/or shirt laundry, please 
tell them that they may not plagiarize this copyrighted ebook or its contents for their own 
commercial use. Or make unsupported and unsupportable claims that they follow all the shirt 
care protocols advocated in this ebook. Or even utter the phrase “We’re just as good as RAVE 
FabriCARE.”

And, if you do share this ebook with your dry cleaner and/or shirt laundry, and they react 
negatively to the information in this ebook, please tell them that no one’s forcing them 
to change the way they do things. So hold the vitriol and the name calling. I’m just not 
interested in their sensitivities.

http://www.ravefabricare.com/
http://www.ravefabricare.com/
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READY TO GET 
STARTED?

Let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional shirt laundry, or, as I like to call it true quality cleaning.

Your image and fine shirts will love you for that.

                    

AUTHOR’S PREFACE
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WHY THIS EBOOK?

Most readers of this ebook would probably agree with the notion that proper shirt care – or 
better still, extraordinary shirt care – is integral to maintaining the look, feel and smell of your 
fine casual and dress shirts, and, as a direct consequence, preserving the life of those shirts.

Yet, opinions vary across the board as to what constitutes extraordinary shirt care.

More specifically, many view dry cleaners and their shirt laundries with a disdain that’s 
typically reserved for used car salesmen. And justifiably so. That’s because these opinions 
are often based on personal experiences with dry cleaners and their shirt laundries and on 
the advice of trusted shirt makers who have, too often, witnessed the destructive nature of 
ordinary, bang and hang shirt laundry first hand.

And the result? Many elect to invest their time taking care of their fine shirts at home 
instead of trusting them to ordinary shirt laundries whose “care practices” are, in many 
cases, detrimental to the look, feel, smell and life of your fine shirts.
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There might be some readers of this ebook who may ask themselves this question: Given 

these “care practices,” why should we lend any credence to your opinion about garment 

care in general and true quality shirt care in particular?

That’s a fair question.

Well, according to one story, I was a taste panelist on the staff of Gourmet Magazine 

when something went badly wrong during a grueling series of taste tests on breakfast 

cereals. According to the water cooler gossip, I became agitated when one of my fellow 

panelists spilt a bowl of Cap’n Crunch all over my bespoke suit and I stormed out muttering 

something about sugar shock. Very soon thereafter, I was eased out of my job because I 

had alienated my co-workers with the theory that Cap’n Crunch was responsible for the 

decline in average SAT scores over the past 20 years.

According to this story, I wrote this ebook while searching for another taste-testing job.

According to another version of the story, I was a GQ-inspired fashion trendsetter on the 

staff of Late Night With David Letterman in charge of auditioning candidates for the 

“stupid pet tricks” segment. There, I was reportedly nipped by a bull terrier trained to crush 

beer cans with his tail. The bite apparently did little damage but, in the ensuing confusion, I 

tripped over a porcupine trained to shoot quills into a dart board.

According to this story, I wrote this ebook to pass the time while recovering in the hospital.

Alas, the truth is far less colorful.

This ebook is, in the main, a personal view of professional shirt laundry based on the 

processes and craftsmanship I have employed and refined at RAVE FabriCARE for the 

past 25 plus years. It’s a point of view that is, for the most part, contrary to conventional 

industry wisdom.
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And because it’s a personal view, only you – and you alone –  can assess the information 
contained in this ebook by relating that information to your own experiences, objectives, 
financial resources and other circumstances.
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

So what’s the purpose of this ebook?

It’s my attempt to

• provide you with information you might find useful in guiding your thinking and 

consequent actions on the best approach to keeping your fine cotton shirts looking, 

feeling and smelling great over the long term.

• provide you with guidance and tips on caring for your fine cotton shirts at home should 

you elect to forgo the services of an ordinary shirt laundry or a true quality shirt laundry.

• define true quality shirt laundry.

• provide you with a yardstick against which you can measure the efforts of your shirt 

laundry.

• tip the “informational balance of power” in your favor relative to your shirt laundry.

• arm you with the ammunition you’ll need to discuss the care of your garments with your 

shirt laundry on relatively equal terms.

• convince you to consider modifying or even reversing your opinion about some dry 

cleaners and shirt laundries.

Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me.

Stu Bloom
 
rave fabricare master cleaners 
www.ravefabricare.com 
comments@ravefabricare.com
questions@ravefabricare.com

http://www.ravefabricare.com/
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READY TO GET 
STARTED?

Let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional shirt laundry, or, as I like to call it true quality cleaning.

Your image and fine shirts will love you for that.

                    

INTRODUCTION
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Meet Ian.

After graduation from college, Ian accepted an entry-level marketing position at a large 
consumer products company.

Ian is passionate about “dressing well” and, although he graduated just two years ago, he’s 
developed a well-curated wardrobe.

But I’m jumping ahead of myself.

Ian was your stereotypical college student. He relied on part time jobs to meet his living 
expenses and on student loans to pay his tuition. There was little left over to splurge on 
what he regarded as expensive, trendy fashions.

But even in college, Ian was already developing his own sense of “dressing well.” He knew 
which styles and colors complemented his “average Joe” looks and ruddy complexion. He 
learn’t how to leverage his rather inexpensive “wardrobe” by combining different pieces of 
clothing in a rather unconventional but nevertheless striking way. Simply put, he enjoyed 
standing out from the average sweatshirt-wearing college crowd.

Although he didn’t spend much on clothing, he loved browsing through the clothing racks 
at his favorite retail stores, occasionally picking up a garment or accessory on sale that 
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he knew would “fit” into his existing wardrobe. Once a month or so, he’d lurk on some of the 
style forums picking up tips about from members whose styles and wardrobes were already 
well defined and whose opinions he’d come to respect.

His foray into “better clothing” accelerated when a thrift store opened up a few blocks from 
campus. Recognizing that the campus was situated in a relatively affluent part of town, 
Ian realized that he might be able to pick up some higher quality garments by occasionally 
investing some of time combing through those racks.

Ian always believed that first impressions are important and that, contrary to conventional 
wisdom, you are judged – at least initially – by how you look.

So, despite the fact that his wardrobe was relatively inexpensive, Ian took good care of 
his “wardrobe.” He rotated his clothing on a regular basis. He visited the local laundromat 
at least once a week. He knew how to correctly classify his clothing into lights and darks, 
regular and delicates. He quickly mastered the settings on the laundromat’s washers so 
that he always selected the correct wash cycle. Through trial and error, Ian learnt how to 
correctly operate a dryer, so as to minimize wrinkles and hand ironing time.

When it came to his shirts, he was particularly attentive. He only purchased shirts that 
were 100% cotton. And because he hated the “out-of-the-dryer-and-wear” look or the 
“hang-dry-and-wear” look, he gently laundered or hand washed, hang dried and then hand 
ironed those shirts himself.

For clothing that required dry cleaning – particularly those items he’d picked up at the 
thrift store – Ian determined that the local discount cleaner would meet his needs – at 
least at that point in time.

With graduation and the new dress demands of the workplace, Ian’s needs changed. He 
succumbed to the 3 suits/dress shirts/ties for $399 offer from Jos. A Bank. He theorized 
that they’d do for the first year or so. Then he’d donate them.

Ian still continued to hand wash, hang dry and hand iron his own shirts – old habits die hard 
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– and occasionally dropped off his suits and ties a nearby, same day service dry cleaner 
that offered “cleaning for the particular.”

As his disposable income grew, Ian decided that it was time to upgrade his wardrobe. That 
decision coincided with sale at his local Nordstroms. He picked up three new wool suits 
and six silk ties. He decided to forgo the the great prices on the off-the-rack dress shirts 
in favor of six made-to-measure, entry-level priced shirts offered from a personal clothier 
representing a shirt maker.

He consigned those Jos. A Bank suits, shirts and ties to the far reaches of his closet. He 
mentally labelled those garments “for emergency purposes only.”

Over the next two years, Ian’s business and casual wardrobe expanded. He began to refine 
his personal style after he joined a few wardrobe forums and started contributing to the 
discussions. He also subscribed to a few men’s fashion blogs.

As he upgraded his wardrobe, he also recognized the need to upgrade the care for his 
garments. Although he still hand washed and ironed his shirts himself – he recalled reading 
a blog post that characterized shirt laundries as “medieval torture for fine shirts” –  he 
decided that his “better” dry clean only garments dictated a level of care that his current 
dry cleaner could not provide.

From that point onwards, his better garments would be cleaned in a very gentle dry 
cleaning fluid and then hand pressed, not cleaned in an aggressive dry cleaning, dye-
stripping solvent and machine pressed.

So he called a highly rated independent men’s store in the city and asked the store 
manager for the name of the dry cleaner who cleaned the store’s inventory that had 
become soiled in some manner or another. Although the “recommended” cleaner was on 
the other side of town, he figured that it was worth the trip.

The following week he visited the dry cleaner. As a first time customer, he was slightly 
embarrassed to ask about prices, so he let that question slide.
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The customer service lobby was well-kept and orderly, if not a little glitzy. He discussed his needs 
with the associate at the counter and was assured that his garments were in good hands:

• They only cleaned  in “organic” dry cleaning solvent (a term that he did not really 
understand at that time but made a mental note to research when he returned 
home)

• Their garments – dry cleaning and shirts laundry – were hand pressed

• Their prices – although higher than an ordinary dry cleaner – were competitive 
with other “high-end” cleaners

• Their turnaround time was relatively fast –  typically 2 or 3 working days.

 
Based on that conversation, he made a mental note to try their shirt laundry service when 
he picked up his dry cleaning. Although he enjoyed the therapeutic nature of hand ironing 
his own shirts, the increasing hours demanded by his recent promotion were beginning to 
impinge on his limited leisure time.

He arrived a day early to pick up his dry cleaning – he forgot to check the due date on his 
dry cleaning receipt – and was pleasantly surprised that his dry cleaning was already on 
the conveyor – a full day ahead of the promise date. What was even more surprising was 
their suit prices were only $12.50 more than the $15.00 per suit price he’d been previously 
paying for ordinary, same day service cleaning.

He dropped off one suit for dry cleaning and six of his favorite dress shirts for laundering. 
As he would be traveling to a corporate meeting the following week, he asked for 3 on 
hangers and 3 folded. Ian had read somewhere that starch was “bad for shirts” so he made 
sure to ask for no starch on all his shirts.

Upon returning home, he carefully examined the suits he had just picked up from the 
cleaners. In particular, he noticed that the linings seemed to be wrinkled, the rear of the 
collar was still “bubbled”, the lapels looked a little “flat”, the fabric underneath the pocket 
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flaps and buttons exhibited impressions and the fabric felt a little “rough and stiff.”.

Something just didn’t look and feel right but he couldn’t put his finger on it. In fact, the 
suit looked, smelled and felt no different than the suits he received from his previous dry 
cleaner – a cleaner that was far cheaper, far faster and far more convenient.

Ian was confused: Was the suit cleaned in a fabric-gentle dry cleaning solution and 
then hand ironed as warranted or was it cleaned an aggressive dry cleaning solvent and 
machine pressed just like his previous cleaner did?

About four days later, he picked up his shirts. This time he decided to examine the shirts 
before he left the dry cleaner.

He scanned the invoice attached to the front of the order and, after a quick mental 
calculation, concluded that he was paying slightly more than $9.00 per shirt. He told 
himself that, at that price, those shirts had better look, feel and smell G-R-E-A-T.

Ian first looked at the shirts on hangers. Each shirt was separately bagged. He liked that.

The collar was properly turned down along the seam. He liked that.

When he examined the collar, he realized that collar was partially compressed into a 
triangular shape and was not rounded as he had expected. Almost like the shirts had been 
squashed together on the conveyor and the collars ended up in a triangular shape.  He 
didn’t like that.

Nor did he like the outline of the stays that were clearly visible on the outside of the 
collar. He reminded himself that when he previously hand washed and hand ironed his own 
shirts, he always removed the collar stays prior to washing and ironing. Had they removed 
the collar stays prior to washing and pressing and then replaced them thereafter? He 
concluded that they hadn’t.   

The sleeves were clipped together at front of the shirt with a small plastic clip that 
had jagged serrations on the inside of each clip. He removed the clip and noticed the 
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impressions on the sleeve that were left by the serrations inside the clip. He didn’t like that.

As he had a slightly “oily” skin, he next examined the inside of the collars and cuffs of his shirts.

Although he did his best to remove any oils when he hand washed his shirts at home 
(he always lightly scrubbed his collars and cuffs using an old toothbrush and some 
dishwashing liquid), he had noticed that, over time, the collars of his white and pastel 
colored shirts had turned slightly yellowish and the collars of his darker colored shirts had 
turned slightly darker, particularly along the edge where the collar turned down.

He didn’t notice much improvement in the condition of his collars and cuffs.  

Same with the one french cuff shirt in the order. The cuff still had a line of soiling 
embedded in the fibers at the point where the french cuff turned up.

Next, he felt the fabric along the front hem of the shirt. It felt a little rough and stiff. He 
asked the associate to confirm that his shirts had been laundered with no starch. The 
associate directed Ian to the invoice and to the block lettering that said “no starch.” “No 
starch” repeated the associate.

Then he noticed that the sleeves were creased from shoulder to cuff with a knife edge crease.

Now, that, he didn’t like. After all, when he hand ironed his own shirts, he used a sleever 
board so as not to crease the sleeves. After all, he speculated, if long sleeve shirts were 
intended to be creased, wouldn’t every manufacturer crease the sleeves of their shirts 
before the shirts left the factory?

So he asked the associate why they had creased the sleeves of his shirts as he had not 
affirmatively asked for “creased sleeves.” The associate responded that he didn’t know why, 
that he believed it was the standard industry practice, and that, as far as he knew, all dry 
cleaners creased the sleeves of their clients’ shirts.

The associate suggested that he call the manager to get the “right” answer. Ian politely 
told him that that wasn’t necessary. After all, he didn’t have the necessary background that 
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would permit him to intelligently discuss the matter with the manager or anyone else.

In the process of the back and forth conversations, Ian forgot to examine his folded shirts 
– a decision he would later regret.

He paid for the services and left.

The drive home took about a half an hour, which gave Ian plenty of time to think about his 
dry cleaning and shirt laundry, his expectations and the final results.

When Ian got home, he removed the plastic poly from his shirts and examined them more 
thoroughly. He then noticed little pleated “pinch marks” at the point where the sleeves 
joined the body, where the cuff joined the sleeves, and where the yolk joined the collar.

Ian was confused: Were the shirts hand ironed as warranted or were they machine pressed 
prior to the sleeves being creased by a hand iron?

As this was the first time Ian had taken his shirts to be “professionally laundered and 
pressed,” he had no frame of reference to make that call. Then he had a flash of inspiration. 
His roommate always had his shirts laundered by the nearby, same day service  dry 
cleaner that Ian had previously used. He’d take a look at some of his roommate’s shirts and 
determine whether he could identify any noticeable differences.

Apart from small plastic clip that bound the two sleeves together at the cuff – Ian guessed 
that they probably didn’t cost more than a penny or two apiece – there was absolutely no 
difference between his $9.00 plus shirts and his roommate’s $1.75 shirts.

Then he decided to look at the folded shirts he needed for his corporate meeting the 
following week.

He opened the box to find that each shirt had been inserted into a flimsy plastic bag 
and had a one inch band of paper imprinted with the cleaner’s logo wrapped fairly tightly 
around each shirt. There was a logo-imprinted, triangular piece of board inserted into the 
top button.

“In the process of the back 
and forth conversations, Ian 
forgot to examine his folded 
shirts – a decision he would 
later regret.”“
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He decided to unwrap one of the shirts when he noticed that the entire shirt in the bag 
was no more than about a quarter of an inch in thickness, that the shirt was tightly 
wrapped around some type of board and that the collar was already crushed.

He tore off the logo-imprinted band around the shirt and unfolded the shirt.

He was horrified. The shirt looked like a rumpled mess. It was totally unwearable. There 
were sharp creases at all points where the shirt was wrapped around the board, the collar 
was pressed flat into a triangular shape, the sleeves were twisted and heavily wrinkled, the 
sleeves were creased, and cuffs were crushed flat.

Recognizing that he’d have to repress all his shirts by hand – and refold the 3 he needed 
for his upcoming trip – Ian’s demeanor now shifted from resignation to anger.

Had he been duped? Was there any difference between the quality of the product he’d 
picked up from the cleaner recommended by the men’s store manager and the quality 
of the product offered by the nearby, same day service cleaner he had previously used? 
And, in the future, how would he know what questions to ask and how would he be able to 
assess the responses received?

Ian decided that he needed to research the difference between extraordinary dry cleaning 
and ordinary dry cleaning, and between extraordinary shirt laundry and ordinary shirt 
laundry.

Next time, he assured himself, he’d know the difference.

Next time, he wouldn’t accept the word of an associate at some dry cleaner when it comes 
to caring for his fine garments.

Next time, he wouldn’t be duped.

Next time, he’d be armed with the information – even if it is only on a theoretical basis – 
necessary to discuss the care of his garments with the dry cleaner and/or shirt laundry on 
relatively equal terms.
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And the moral of the story?

Remember that fine shirts are valuable assets. And to keep those fine shirts looking, 
feeling and smelling great and lasting much, much longer, you’ll need to:

• learn how to properly clean and hand iron your shirts yourself, or

• learn how to locate and interview a skilled shirt laundry.

If you choose to take care of your shirts at home, you’ll need to understand the available 
processes and then refine your own procedures.

If you choose to entrust your shirts to a professional shirt laundry, you’ll need to ask the 
right questions. Insist on straight, jargon-free answers. And invest some time assessing 
the “truthfulness” of those responses.

In this ebook, I’ll provide you with necessary ammunition to do just that. 

Ready to get started? Ready to improve your at-home shirt care procedures? Ready to 
OUTSMART the ordinary shirt laundries?

O.K. Let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the best practices for at home 
shirt laundry as well as the “secrets” of professional shirt laundry. Or, as I like to call it, true 
quality shirt laundry.

Your image and your fine shirts will love you for that.
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READY TO GET 
STARTED?

Let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional shirt laundry, or, as I like to call it true quality cleaning.

Your image and fine shirts will love you for that.

                    

LAUNDER AT HOME vs 
LAUNDER PROFESSIONALLY:

SOME GUIDELINES
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In this chapter, I’ll address the question of caring for your fine cotton shirts at home vs 
entrusting them to a professional shirt laundry.

For the purposes of this discussion, I’ll be referring specifically to 100% cotton shirts – 
not shirts that might contain a mixture of cotton and spandex or cotton and polyester. 
Nor will I address shirts – 100% cotton or otherwise – that should be dry cleaned and 
not laundered (I’ll address that in a later chapter titled “Shirts and blouses: launder vs dry 
clean).

Furthermore, for the purposes of this discussion, any reference to 100% cotton shirts 
applies equally to 100% cotton blouses.

So let’s start with this fact: shirts get dirty, smelly and wrinkled just by virtue of the fact 
that they have been worn. Even if you’ve worn the shirt for only a few hours or a day.

There are bodily secretions –  the sweat and body oils, bodily sheddings – skin cells and 
skin flakes, and  topical applications – creams and lotions that are so common today.

Let’s face it, the body is pretty gross. That’s just a fact of life. Each one of us has our own 
threshold for tolerating bad smells aka funk. You can either try to control it or you can 
ignore it (at your peril).
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And, yes, I know, everyone else on the planet sweats – except for you. Besides, you live in 
Barrow, Alaska, and we all know that no one sweats in Barrow, Alaska!

Truth is, everyone sweats. And that includes you. If you didn’t sweat, you couldn’t cool your 
body and that could be fatal.

The amount of sweat you release depends on the temperature and humidity of your 
environment, but even, under normal circumstances, the average person secretes up to 34 
fluid ounces or 1 liter of sweat per day (some sources say up to 200 fluid ounces or 6 liters 
per day). While women have more sweat glands than men, men typically have more active 
sweat glands.

On it’s own, sweat isn’t smelly. It’s only when the millions of bacteria that live on the skin 
begin to break down the amino acids in sweat that you begin smell that familiar b.o.

So, for argument sake, let’s just accept the fact that you do sweat.

So what accumulates in the fibers of your fine cotton shirts?

Oil-based stains such as:

• body oils, lotions and creams

• steak sauce, butter, salad dressing, and similar oil-based products

 
Water-based stains such as:

• acids and salts from perspiration, deodorants (designed to mask b.o.) and anti-

perspirants (designed to plug up sweat glands)

• coffee, juice, wine, beer, and similar water-based products.
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And environmental soil and smells such as:

• dust and soot particles

• cigarette and cigar smoke smells (first and second hand)

• cooking smells

• pet odors.

 
With proper care, your fine cotton dress shirts can look, feel and smell great and last for years.

If you accept that premise, the two big questions are these:

• Will you care for your fine cotton shirts at home? And, if so, what washing and drying 
procedures and what ironing techniques will you use?

• Will you entrust your fine cotton shirts to a professional shirt laundry? And, if so, what 
type of shirt laundry will you choose  – an ordinary shirt laundry or a true quality 
shirt laundry? And what oil- and water- and environmentally-based soil and stain 
removal procedures and what pressing techniques do they use?
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Almost everyone who has entrusted their fine cotton shirts to a “professional shirt laundry” 
has a cautionary tale to tell about some shirt laundry that “destroyed” or “ruined” their 
shirts (whether the fault lay with the shirt laundry’s procedures or with the shirt’s fabric, 
dyes and/or construction is often debatable). Alternatively, you’ve heard or read anecdotes 
about “professional shirt laundries” that produce poor to mediocre work.

Complaints include...

• wrinkles and ripples on both sides of 
the collars and cuffs

• wrinkles and ripples in the pockets, 
pocket flaps and epaulets

• wrinkles and ripples in the front and 
sleeve plackets

• collars that are not correctly broken 
at the lower rear (i.e., there’s a gap 
between the lower rear edge of the 
collar and the collar/back joining seam)

• frayed collar points

• collar stay impressions

• missing and/or bent collar stays

• a triangular-shaped collar (instead of a 
perfectly rounded collar).

• frayed collars, cuffs and front plackets

• puckered side, sleeve and yolk seams

• puckered joins between the body and 
sleeves of the shirt

• puckered joins between the sleeves and 
cuffs of the shirt

• wrinkled underarms

• small pinch marks in the area where the 
body meets the sleeves and where the 
sleeves meet the cuffs

• creased sleeves (often automatically 
done without a client’s prior approval 
and without the client being offered the 
option of a rolled sleeve).
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As a result, many have elected to take care of their shirts themselves – including the 
soaking, hand or machine washing, drying and hand ironing. This requires an investment of 
time, the development of a standardized cleaning and drying process, and the crafting of a 
hand ironing technique.

Many tell me that they find the entire process – particularly the hand ironing –  
therapeutic. They put on some great music and uncork a good bottle of wine. Others have 
told me that they do their best thinking when hand ironing their shirts. One client who 
recently moved from Los Angeles to Scottsdale insists that he developed the idea for a 
multimillion dollar business while hand ironing his shirts!

On the other hand, if your time is limited and all you’re looking for is a basic “cleaned 
and pressed shirt” – irrespective of the quality of the cleaning and the pressing and the 
resultant impact on the look, feel and longevity of the shirt – an ordinary shirt laundry 
operated by your local dry cleaner might be a reasonable alternative.

Most dry cleaners offer shirt laundry. Many do the work in-house; others subcontract their 
shirt laundry to third parties.

I’d guess that the overwhelming majority of individuals who use a shirt laundry because it 
saves precious leisure time, it’s convenient (close to home or work) and it’s relatively cheap. 
I’d further guess that very few would claim that they use a particular shirt laundry because 
the quality of their product is outstanding.

In other words, when it comes to choosing a shirt laundry, time saving, convenience and 
price typically trumps quality of product for the vast majority of consumers.

The choice of a shirt laundry operated by your local dry cleaner might be a reasonable 
choice provided the investment in your shirts is relatively modest.

At these shirt laundries, you get what you pay for.

In the words of Alexander Kabbaz, world-renowned bespoke shirt maker, “As long as it’s 
been through the washer and presser...it must be done.”
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Why does he say that?

Because the name of the game at ordinary shirt laundries is maximizing productivity and 
minimizing unit production costs.

That means pushing as many shirts through their “production system” as fast as possible 
and at the lowest possible cost.

And, typically, that means scrubbing your collars and cuffs with hard-bristled brushes 
and collar/cuff solution/detergent, jamming them into a washer, injecting hot water and 
harsh, caustic, industrial grade detergents and bleach, starching them with synthetic glue, 
banging them out on a series of shirt pressing machines, creasing the sleeves, and stuffing 
them in a poly bag or machine folding them.  

At ordinary shirt laundries, a shirt is a shirt is a shirt.

It makes no difference whether your shirt was $25 or $250, $50 or $500. Whether it was 
made was made in China using the cheapest cotton fabric and cheapest labor available 
or whether crafted in Italy using the best Egyptian cotton woven in Switzerland. Whether 
it was off the rack, made to measure or bespoke. Whether it was acquired on sale or at full 
retail price. Whether it was purchased new or gently used.
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On the other hand, if your time is limited, if you’re looking for the very best in shirt 
restoration, laundering and hand pressing, you ought to consider a true quality shirt laundry 
– a service offered by a handful of shirt laundries in the USA.

If you have decided, for any reason, not use the services of a “professional shirt laundry” 
and to take care of your own shirts  – including the soaking, hand or machine washing, 
drying and hand ironing – the next chapter is designed to provide you with some guidance.

Or you can ignore the next chapter completely (and the rest of this ebook as well) and 
accept internet-based advice such as this:

“Wash clothes as little as possible: Assuming you don’t work on a pig 
farm or in a mine shaft, you’d be ok washing....... every three weeks or so. 
My....... doesn’t see a washer/dryer combo for months at a time. That way 
they keep a nice color and they fit like a glove.... If they start to smell, let 
them air out, give them a break for several days, and hook them up with 
some Febreze. That stuff really does work wonders. If they’re unbearable, 
wash on the delicate cycle and hang dry them, or dry them on cool cycle.”

By the way, the sentiment expressed in this “advice” – as ludicrous as it might sound – is 
quite common on the internet and in threads on various style forums that address the 
question: “How do I wash my cotton shirts?”

Then again, you probably wouldn’t be reading this ebook is you actually believed this 
garbage.
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READY TO GET 
STARTED?

Let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional shirt laundry, or, as I like to call it true quality cleaning.

Your image and fine shirts will love you for that.

                    

SO YOUV’E ELECTED TO

LAUNDER AT HOME...
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There are, essentially, three schools of thought when it comes to shirt laundry at home:

• Basic approach: This approach is based on the assumption that a wash is a wash is 
a wash.

The basic approach tells you to sort your shirts (and any other garments that 
require “washing”) into lights and darks. Load your garments into washer – top 
loading or front loading.  Add some generic detergent. The more the merrier  – 
because more detergent will get clothes cleaner. Choose a wash cycle that’s 
warm to hot (lights) and cold (darks). Press the start button. Wait for completion 
of the wash cycle. Upon completion, remove the shirts (and other garments) from 
the washer, untangle them and load into a dryer. Select a dry cycle that produces 
warm to hot air and press the start button. Wait for completion of the dry cycle. 
Remove, button the top button, and hang in the closet.

It’s uncomplicated. It’s fast. And it’s relatively cheap in terms of time and cost.

The rationale behind this approach is that your shirts may not look presentable 
when worn but, at least, you won’t be ostracized because your clothes smell.

• intermediate approach: This approach is based on the assumption that the basic 
approach is overly simplistic and  destructive of garments.
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The intermediate approach tells you to sort your shirts into lights and darks. 
Ignore all other garments that require washing (at least at this time) as those 
garments require a separate wash cycle. Spray your collars, collar bands, cuffs, 
underarms and any other stains with a liquid detergent and/or dishwashing liquid. 
Let the detergent and/or dishwashing liquid penetrate the fibers for about 10 
minutes. Load your shirts into your front loading washer (because top loading 
washing machines with agitators are way too aggressive). Choose a wash cycle 
that is warm (lights) and cold (darks). Press the start button. Wait for the washer 
to reach it’s required water level (if the washer does not have a detergent hopper 
and the washer does not automatically flush the detergent into the washer when 
the water level is reached). Add some branded detergent – not too much. Wait 
for completion of the wash cycle. Upon completion, remove the shirts from the 
washer, untangle them and either (a) hang dry to completion or (b) dry in a dryer 
on low heat until most of the dampness has dissipated and then hang dry to 
completion. Touch up with a hand iron, if and where necessary, button the top 
button, and hang in the closet.

Again, it’s uncomplicated. It’s fast. And it’s relatively cheap in terms of time and cost.

The rationale behind this approach is that you won’t win any “best dressed” 
awards but, at least, your shirts will be cleaner and will probably last longer. And 
your shirts will look a little more presentable when worn.

• advanced approach: This approach is based on the assumption that

> your fine cotton shirts represent an investment,

> you want to extend the life of your shirts,

> you actually care about the process used to clean and dry them and the 
techniques used to press them, and

> you want to present a polished appearance in both your personal and 
professional life.
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The rest of this chapter will prescribe an advanced approach to cleaning, drying and hand 
ironing your fine shirts at home.

Pre-soaking Preparation

• don’t ruB or wipe stains

Picture yourself in a restaurant, in the office, on a flight, or at a social event. And 
oh no! Something just spilt, splashed or splattered on your favorite shirt. Before 
you can say “Where’s the club soda,” everyone around you is volunteering an 
opinion on a quick-fix miracle cure.

Here’s a word of caution: Ignore the “advice” of those around you. Family 
members, friends, business associates, restaurant and airline personnel probably 
know far less about stain removal than you do. Although their “advice” may sound 
plausible because it often involves “stuff” you’ve heard about (ammonia, baby 
wipes, baking soda, club soda, coca cola, dishwashing liquid, hairspray, hand soap, 
hydrogen peroxide, hot or cold water, laundry detergent, lemon juice, lighter fluid, 
meat tenderizer, salt, sun, vinegar, WD-40, water or white wine), their “advice” is, 
in all probability, nothing more than a mixture of folklore, old wives tales, home 
remedies, and hazy memories about something they’d heard from someone a few 
years back.

So what do you do?

Gently blot the spill, splash or splatter with a white cotton napkin or towel. Never 
wipe. Never rub. Never scrub.

Let me repeat that: Never wipe. Never rub. Never scrub. Just gently blot the fabric 
with a clean towel to absorb as much of the spill, splash or splatter as possible. 
Then leave it alone until you’re back home. And, even when you get home, you 
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don’t have to immediately pre-treat and then launder the shirt. The notion that 
the stain will “set” unless you launder the shirt immediately or rush it to the dry 
cleaner is pure myth.

If you’re laundering your shirts on a twice weekly or weekly basis, you can wait. 
When it comes to time to launder the shirt, just follow the procedure identified in 
this chapter.

For more information on what to do in the event of a stain mishap, click here. 

• assess the need for laundering

I’m frequently asked how often someone should wash their shirts. There is no 
“right” answer. The correct answer is that it all depends..... on the environment, the 
known stains, the individual’s biology, the individual’s personal hygiene practices, 
etc.

On the other hand, if you follow the guidelines prescribed in this chapter, you 
should be confident enough to launder your shirts after each wearing – with little 
or no impact on the longevity of your shirts. Then the question will be moot.
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Ironing a shirt isn’t the same as laundering
 

Ironing a shirt isn’t the same as laundering a shirt. There is a belief that steam 

from hand iron will disinfect a shirt and that laundering after each use is 

unnecessary.

Point: Hand ironing will eliminate the wrinkles in a shirt, but hand ironing does not 

disinfect or clean a shirt in any way whatsoever.

Furthermore, if you hand iron a shirt that has an oil- or sugar-based stain, you run 

the risk of permanently setting the stain through oxidation or caramelization.

Oxidation occurs when the heat from the hand iron transforms an oil-based 

stain (say salad dressing, body oils and lotions) into brownish or yellowish mark; 

carmelization occurs when the heat from a hand iron  transforms a sugar-based 

stain (say white wine, soda and juice) into a brownish or yellowish mark.

TIP
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Steaming a shirt isn’t the same as laundering
 
Steaming a shirt isn’t the same as laundering a shirt. There is a belief that steam 
from a garment steamer will disinfect a shirt and that laundering after each use is 
unnecessary.

Point: Steaming may reduce some wrinkling in a shirt, but steaming does not 
disinfect or clean a shirt in any way whatsoever.

At home “dry cleaning” products don’t work
 
The manufacturers of products such as Dryel, Drycleaners Secret, 15 Minute 
Drycleaner or Refresh’n suggest that you can clean, revive, freshen and revitalize 
your shirts at home in less than 30 minutes.

Don’t think so.

What do you have after tumbling your shirts in a dryer with a scented sheet for 
30 minutes? Answer: Dirty shirts with a fragrance smell that are slightly less 
wrinkled than they were  30 minutes earlier. You could have accomplished the 
same result with a “fabric softener sheet” and saved yourself $20.

So next time, you “launder” your shirts with a scented sheet, ask yourself whether 
you’d tumble your t-shirts, underwear and bed linens in a dryer with a scented 
sheet and call them clean.

Didn’t think so.

TIP
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• read the care laBels

Every garment manufactured and/or sold in the USA is required by FTC regulation 
to have a care label. That label may state something like “wash only,” “dry clean 
only,” “machine wash, for best results dry clean,” “hand iron with cool iron”, etc. As 
a general rule, you should follow the care label instructions.

A word of caution is in order.

Just because a shirt has a care label identifying the manufacturer’s 
recommended cleaning instructions doesn’t mean that the care label is 
technically accurate and/or complete. Were I to examine 20 garments selected 
at random, I’d estimate that 20% of those garments will have a care label that’s 
technically inaccurate and/or incomplete to some degree or the other.

Nothing beats informed judgement.

And, yes, I know. You’ve been told or you’ve read that the recommendations on 
care labels can be ignored. That they are not there to protect your garments but 
to protect the manufacturer (i.e., we are not responsible for any manufacturing 
defects because the care label said “dry clean only” and you washed it). And, 
besides, you’ve ignored the care labels in the past and none of your “dry 
clean only” garments have, in your professional opinion, suffered any adverse 
consequences. You’ve even taken dry clean only wool suits to self-styled 
“environmentally friendly” cleaners to be “wet cleaned.”

My advice? Continue to ignore the care labels on your garments. Clearly, there’s 
nothing I could say to convince you to to take a more informed approach. So I 
won’t even try.

• unButton all Buttons

Unbutton all the buttons – collar, cuffs, front placket and sleeve placket.
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If any buttons are loose or cracked, make a mental note to reinforce or replace 
them prior to hand ironing. Reinforcing or replacing a button prior to hand ironing 
will remove the necessity for subsequently touching up the shirt with a hand iron 
because you wrinkled the shirt while reinforcing or replacing buttons.

• remove all collar stays

Washing your shirts with collar stays in place can accelerate the fraying of and 
produce uneven wear on the collar points.  

Furthermore, they can dislodge from the collar stay pockets during the wash and, 
when you do find them, they’ll probably be bent or warped. Besides, you’ll have 
to remove them anyhow to avoid collar stay impressions when you hand iron the 
collars.

• turn down all french cuffs

Turn down the french cuffs so that they are flat. Never wash a shirt with french 
cuffs with the cuff turned up as you will most definitely fray the two edges of the 
french cuff at the point where the french cuff turns up.

• turn your shirts inside out

Turn all your shirts inside out. Coupled with washing your shirts in mesh bags (see 
below), turning your shirts inside out will protect your mother-of-pearl and other 
shell buttons from chipping and cracking.

• wet certain parts

Wet the collar, collar band, cuffs and underarms as thoroughly as possible using a 
spray bottle or water in a small plastic tub.

• scruB certain parts

Scrub the collar, collar band, cuffs and underarms – gently – with a detergent or 
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soap of your choice (note: throughout this chapter, I will use the term “detergent” 
to cover both detergents and soaps – powdered, liquids, solids, pods and pouches.

Use a nylon-bristled tooth brush or nail brush (or, better still, a softer horsehair 
brush) and gently work the detergent into the fabric in a circular motion until the 
detergent starts sudsing.

Take your time. Don’t compensate for a lack of time by applying greater pressure, 
particularly if your’e using a nylon-bristled toothbrush or nail brush. This can lead 
to unnecessary wear and tear.

There are many detergents available on the market. I don’t endorse any specific 
product. Were I to do so, there will always be  someone who’ll say “Yeh, I tried that 
product a few years back and it doesn’t work as well as product X.”

Here’s the point: Everyone has their own favorite detergent that they believe 
works better than other similar products they’ve tried.  And everyone has an 
opinion on the effectiveness of powders, liquids, solids, pods and pouches.

Unfortunately, the only way to actually prove these hypotheses is to conduct 
laboratory tests where all the variables (type of fabric, type of weave, type of 
soiling or staining, amount of soiling or staining, type of washer used, wash cycle 
used, etc.) are strictly controlled.

That having been said, I do recommend the following:

*  Use an unscented/unfragranced detergent

In my opinion, there’s nothing worse than walking around smelling like you’ve 
just taken a bath in a tub full of Downey or just finished a shift at a Fabreze 
factory. What’s more, you might be surprised how many people you work with or 
associate with are sensitive to fragrances and perfumes.

This is not to say that there are no fragrance-inducing  ingredients in 
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unscented/unfragranced detergents. It’s just that the fragrance has been 
masked by other chemicals designed to eliminate any smell.

*  Use a branded detergent

You might be attracted to an unknown or generic brand because of price. 
I understand that. On the other hand, the added cost of using a branded 
detergent is probably pennies per shirt.

Unknown or generic brand detergents are like Cracker Jack boxes. You really 
don’t know what you’re getting – detergent, phosphates, fragrance, optical 
brighteners, bleach, NPEs (nonylphenol ethoxylates), ETDAs (ethylene diamine 
tetraacetic acids), fillers, etc.

When it comes to branded detergents, by contrast, Consumer Reports has 
completed a number of tests on different detergents. So you can rest assured 
that branded products – even though they might contain a cauldron of 
identified and unidentified chemicals – actually work. Some better, some worse.

You’ll learn nothing about a detergent by studying the packaging
 

Don’t waste your time studying and comparing the ingredients listed on the 

packaging of different detergents. That’s because the label on a typical detergent 

package is nothing more than a mix of hype and instructions for use.

What’s missing is a list of the individual chemical ingredients. While laundry 

detergent manufacturers may list some of the ingredients on the packaging, they 

are not required to list all their ingredients on the packaging.TIP
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• rinse certain parts 
 
Rinse the collar, cuffs, underarms and stained areas under running water.

If you still notice any soiling on the collar, collar band, cuffs, underarms and 
stained areas, repeat the procedure (wet, scrub, rinse) once or twice.

If the issue is oil-based stains on the collar, collar band, cuffs or the seam 
between the collar and the collar band, add a little dishwashing liquid to the 
detergent you use prior to working it in with a brush. Dishwashing liquid is, in 
essence, an emulsifier of oil.

Water won’t dissolve an oil-based stain
 
It’s fairly easy to identify an oil stain on a shirt, particularly if the shirt has color. If 
the stained area has a more intense/darker color than the surrounding area, it’s 
probably an oil-based stain. Apply and work in some dishwashing liquid.

It’s important to understand that water won’t dissolve an oil stain. All water will do 
is enlarge and spread the oil stain.

If the stain still does not come out and you always launder your shirts at home, 
consider asking a cheap, local dry cleaner to dry clean the shirt.

Tell them – very specifically – not to launder the shirt and not to press the shirt. 
Just to return it to you directly out of their dry cleaning machine. Then you can 
launder it at home in the normal course of caring for your shirts. In return for not 
having to do any work, they might even provide you with a discount over their full 
“clean and press” price.

Warning: Even though you tell them not to launder and not to press, don’t be 
surprised if they do just that.

That’s the nature of ordinary cleaning.

TIP
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Soaking
 
Fill a plastic tub with cool to luke warm water, add a little detergent and stir. Once 
the detergent has fully dissolved, add your shirts to the solution.

You might want to consider 3 small tubs: one for light, one for intermediates 
(those that are too dark to go into the light tub and too light to go in the dark tub) 
and one for darks.

Irrespective of the color classification you use, make sure you don’t overload the 
tub(s). Those shirts should be able to freely move about the tub when you stir the 
water very gently with your hand. This will ensure that the detergent circulates 
easily   and can penetrate the fibers.

You always want to make sure that the shirts are fully submerged in the water. 
Press the shirts into the water to eliminate any air pockets that might develop 
under your shirts. Unless you fully submerge the shirts, “detergent tide lines” could 
develop  at the point where the shirt fabric protrudes above the water level.

Use kitchen cutting boards to fully submerge your shirts
 
Buy a kitchen cutting board that will fit into your tubs, leaving a 1” to 2” gap 
between the cutting board and the side of the tub. I’d suggest plastic cutting 
boards that are at least 1” thick (the heavier the better). Do not use wood cutting 
boards as “color treatments” could leach from the wood and permanently stain 
your shirts.

Drill a dozen holes in the board, say 3 rows x 4 holes. Drop the boards into the tub so 
that all shirts are submerged below the water line. The boards will ensure that your 
shirts remainsubmerged below the water line for the duration of the soaking process.

You can buy these plastic, 1” thick cutting boards online for under $20 a piece.TIP
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Leave soaking for 6 to 8 hours.

So why soak?

Because soaking relaxes/opens up the fibers and releases soils and water-based 
stains, without resorting to any tumbling in a washer. Excessive tumbling is a 
major contributor to wear and tear.

To further reinforce this point, let’s revisit the principle behind the washing 
machine.

You put garments into a washer, add some detergent, and turn it on. You come 
back a half hour later and the job’s done. What happened while you were watching 
TV?

If you have a front loading washer, the drum rotated, lifted your clothes up and 
dropped them into the water below. Your garments get clean because that lift and 
drop action (called mechanical action) is knocking the dirt out of the fibers of 
your garments.

At the same time, the detergent’s suds are suspending the dirt released from 
your garments on the surface of the water so that your garments are not being 
continuously cleaned in it’s own dirt. The subsequent rinses remove the suspended 
dirtfrom the washer so that each subsequent rinse is cleaner and cleaner.

If you have a top loading washer, the central agitator rotates knocking the dirt out 
of the fibers of your garments. The agitator on some top loading washers rotate in 
one direction only; others rotate clockwise and then counterclockwise. Irrespective 
of the type of agitator, a top loading washer will produce greater wear and tear on 
your shirts than a front loading washer.

There are no prizes for any reader deducing that I’m a BIG proponent of soaking.
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Laundering 

• clear the washer

Make sure that you’ve removed all items that were in the washer during the 
previous load. You don’t want to end up with white shirts that turned pink because 
you forgot to remove a red T-shirt from the washer after completing the previous 
load.

• sort and Bag the shirts

Sort your shirts into light and darks. Depending on the quantity of shirts to be 
laundered, you might want to create 3 loads: lights, intermediate (those that are 
too dark to go into the light load and too light to go in the dark load) and darks.

Launder your shirts separately
 

Don’t launder your fine shirts together with other items to be laundered. Those 

other garments should be laundered separately.

Zippers, metal buttons and other fabrics with rough surfaces can pill the fibers of 

your fine shirts.TIP
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Place 2 or 3 shirts into a large nylon mesh laundry bag (approx. 24” x 36” or 30” 
x 40”) with a zipper or an open top. If you’re using a mesh bag with an open top, 
you’ll need to close the bag with a metal laundry pin or rubber closure.

If your washer has a stainless steel or rubber drum, you can use either a nylon 
mesh bag with a zipper or an open top nylon mesh laundry bag with a metal 
laundry pin or rubber closure.

If your washer has a porcelain drum, do not use metal laundry pins as those 
pins can chip the porcelain and cause the underlying metal to rust (top loading 
washers with chipped porcelain drums can create rust spots on your garments, 
particularly when you fail to immediately remove your laundry from the washer 
upon completion of the wash).

So why use nylon mesh bags?

Because you want to minimize abrasion of the fabric, collar, collar bands and 
cuffs. And prevent tangling of the sleeves during the wash. Tangling of the sleeves 
is a far greater potential problem if you have a number of french cuff shirts in a 
load.

Use white mesh bags with zippers
 

If you haven’t used nylon mesh bags in the past, I’d suggest using white nylon 

mesh bags with nylon zippers. Stay away from colored mesh bags (even though 

they’re nylon, the dyes on some of these bags can bleed and stain your shirts).

You can buy these nylon mesh bags online for around $3 to $4 each.TIP
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Order an extra set of collars and cuffs
 

If your shirts are made to measure or bespoke, you might be able to extend the 

life of those shirts by purchasing an extra set of collars and cuffs when you order 

your shirts.

Typically, the collars and cuffs wear out long before the body does. Having an 

extra set of replacement collars and cuffs on hand will permit you to extend the 

life of the shirt even further. Any reasonably talented alterationist should be able 

to change out a collar and cuffs.

Please note that very few MTM and bespoke shirt makers offer this add on 

service. Nor should you expect them to do so. That’s because shirt makers earn 

their living making and selling shirts.

On the other hand, if your relationship with your shirt maker spans a good 

number of years, if you’re a relatively frequent returning client, if your shirt maker 

knows that you’re highly satisfied with the quality of the product and quality of 

service delivered, if you’ve referred other clients to your shirt maker, and/or if 

your relationship has been financially beneficial to the shirt maker, you might 

consider discussing this option with them.

TIP
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• clear the washer

Make a decision as to which wash cycle you’re going to use for each batch of 
shirts. Here’s my recommendation:

Whites

Water: Luke warm to warm water during the summer months; cold water at all 
other times.

Cycle: Gentle/Delicate.

Intermediate Colors

Water: Luke warm water during the summer months; cold water at all other 
times.

Cycle: Gentle/Delicate.

Dark colors

Water: Cold water at all times.

Cycle: Gentle/Delicate.

Notice that I do not recommend hot water....no matter how dirty your shirts might 
be. Why? Because hot water can cause the interfacing inside your collars and 
cuffs to shrink. And shrinking interfacings cause the outer fabric on collars and 
cuffs to pucker and difficult to iron smoothly.

Interfacing is the material that’s inside your collar and cuffs, sandwiched between 
the inside and outside fabric. Most off-the-rack shirt manufacturers and made-
to-measure shirt makers do not use pre-shrunk interfacings. If you use hot water 
and the interfacing shrinks, your collars and cuffs shrink as the interfacing shrinks. 
As a result, many MTM shirt makers “adjust” their actual body measurements 
to compensate for the expected shrinkage. Typically, they’ll adjust for overall 
shrinkage in general, and collar size, cuff size and sleeve length in particular.  

Please understand that this adjustment is just a guesstimate. Many MTM shirt 
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makers recommend that, upon receipt of a new batch of shirts, you wash your 
shirts 2 or 3 times in hot water to ensure that the sleeves, collars and cuffs shrink. 
The problem is that, after the hot water washes, your MTM shirt may end up too 
tight or too loose – particularly if your collars and cuffs are fused (i.e., the inside 
and outside fabric is permanently bonded to the interfacing).

To eliminate this problem, always ask your shirt maker to always use interfacings 
that are pre-shrunk. In other words, aim to achieve the right post-wash 
measurements from the outset. 

• determine the amount of detergent to use

Make a decision how much detergent you’re going to use for each batch. I’d 
suggest that you use a third to half the manufacturer’s recommended amount.

Why? For 7 reasons......

• Because much of the stain removal has already been accomplished by 
gently scrubbing the collars, collar bands, cuffs and other stains and by 
soaking your shirts for 6 to 8 hours. In effect, you’ve already done much 
of the work required to clean your shirts. And you did all that with no 
tumbling in the washer. A real positive.

• When you soaked your shirts, you did so in water to which you added a 
little detergent. When you remove those shirts from the tub(s) and place 
them in the nylon mesh bags, some detergent already embedded in the 
fibers of your shirts will carry over into your wash.

• Adding more detergent to your wash will not necessarily guarantee 
a cleaner shirt. Adding 50% more detergent than the manufacturer 
recommended doesn’t translate into a 50% cleaner shirt.

• Using an excessive amount of detergent means that you’re going to have 
to add more rinses to the wash cycle to remove the excess detergent. And 
the more times you have to rinse, the more wear and tear on your shirts.

• Using an excessive amount of detergent means that you run the risk that 
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any detergent residue left in your shirts could turn brownish or yellowish 
when you subsequently hand iron the shirt. And that means that you’re 
going to have to rewash those shirts to remove the excess detergent, 
adding to the wear and tear on your shirts.

• Today’s washing machines – particularly the front load washers – are far 
more efficient and effective than washers of the recent past. You simply 
don’t need to use as much detergent as your mother or grandmother once 
used.

• Detergent manufacturers are in the business of selling detergents. The 
more you use, the better their bottom line. Let the record reflect that that 
I’m not – in any way – implying that detergent manufacturers purposely 
recommend that you use more detergent than necessary! Just saying.

• avoid Bleach, starch or faBric softener

I recommend that you avoid adding bleach, starch (liquid or powdered) or fabric 
softener to your wash.

• Bleach 
 
The most popular bleach today is 3% sodium hypochlorite aka Clorox 
Bleach ®. The problem with bleach is this: it’s very difficult to thoroughly 
rinse all the bleach out of the fibers of your shirts. And the bleach residue 
remaining in the fibers of your shirts will weaken or “rot out” the fibers over 
time. Then, on some subsequent wash, the shirt will literally fall apart in the 
washer. Typically, this will be evidenced by chunks of fabric “disappearing” 
from your shirt.  
 
At RAVE FabriCARE, we do use 3% sodium hypochlorite, but only to 
disinfect the toilets and wash basins in the restrooms!
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Substitute sodium percarbonate for 3% sodium hypochlorite
 

If you insist on using some type of “bleach” to “get your whites whiter,” substitute  

some sodium percarbonate for the 3% sodium hypochlorite, aka Clorox Bleach®.

Sodium percarbonate is the primary ingredient in Oxiclean ® and it doesn’t come 

with the added fragrances and unnecessary “fillers.”

You can buy a 10 pound bag of 99% sodium percarbonate online for around $20.TIP
• Starch

There are a number of starch products available in the household 
chemicals isle of your supermarket. Most of these starches are liquid 
synthetic starches (poly vinyl acetate commonly known as PVA) or liquid 
synthetic blended starches (PVA and vegetable).

They work by bonding to the fibers of your shirts like a “coat of paint.” 
Every time you wash your shirts, you add another “coat.” The starch builds 
up over time and, very soon, your shirts become stiff and uncomfortable. 
Then they start walking by themselves!

Here’s the problem: Unlike natural corn or wheat starch, these liquid 
synthetic starches do not dissolve easily in water. This means that your 
shirts do not collapse and become malleable when they come into contact 
with water in your washer. Now you have relatively stiff shirts tumbling in 
your washer.
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And the result? Excessive wear and tear on the fibers of your shirts 
caused by those stiff shirts rubbing against one another.

When it comes to using starch of any kind – natural or synthetic – please 
remember that different cottons and cotton blends (if I just mentioned 
cotton blends, please forgive me!) absorb starches – natural or synthetic 
– differently. A light starch on one type and weave of cotton might might 
be completely inappropriate on another type and weave of cotton.

As a general rule, a thicker cotton will absorb more starch than a thinner 
cotton. A light starch applied to a single ply oxford cloth shirt will feel 
heavier than a light starch applied to a Italian bespoke shirt constructed 
of Egyptian cotton loomed at reputable Swiss mill.

Common sense should prevail when one level of starch is applied across 
the board to all your cotton shirts. Yet another reason, in my mind, to forgo 
the use of starches.

Use a little spray starch to give collars and cuffs some “body”
 

If you like a little “body” in your collars and cuffs, I’d recommend that you use 

a spray starch when hand ironing your shirts (more about that later in the hand 

ironing subsection of this chapter).

I’d recommend that you use spray starch on whites, creams and pastels only.

You can buy spray starches that are specifically designed for dark colors. But you 

need to know how to correctly apply these spray starches. Otherwise they can 

leave spots on the fabric.

TIP
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• Fabric softeners

So what’s the purpose of fabric softeners?

I haven’t got a clue.  

Maybe it’s to soften your shirts just a little bit so that they don’t dry too 
stiff while hang drying?

On the other hand, if you placed them in a dryer on air dry or gentle/
delicate for a few minutes immediately after washing, they won’t hang dry 
too stiff and there’d be no reason to use a softener. And you won’t have 
that stay-away-from-me fragrance smell associated with most fabric 
softeners.

By the way, it’s a myth that fabric softener will soften shirts that have 
been ruthlessly over-starched using synthetic starches. If you’re skeptical 
about this statement, go ahead and try it. Let me know how many washes 
it took to return your shirts to that, soft original feel.

• run the washer

Again, make sure that you’ve removed all items that were in the washer during the 
previous load. You don’t want to end up with white shirts that turned pink because 
you forgot to remove a red T-shirt from the washer after completing the previous 
load.

Never overload your washer. All loose shirts and all net bags containing shirts 
must be able to tumble freely without rubbing against one another. Overloading 
has consequences: the wear and tear on your shirts will be excessive, the 
detergent will not adequately penetrate the fibers, and detergent residue will 
accumulate in the fibers of your shirts.

If your washer does not automatically flush the detergent when the water reaches 
level, wait for water level to be reached before adding your detergent. 
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• no hand wash?

You’re probably asking yourself why there’s been no discussion of hand washing. 
We’ll, that’s not an oversight.

I do think there’s a place for hand washing fine shirts at home but I don’t think it’s 
a practical idea, even for those of you who are fanatically dedicated to “doing the 
right thing.”

The home washers available today are quite sophisticated relative to the washers 
available just 5 years ago. It’s been my experience that most of your shirts can be 
machine washed on gentle/delicate with no adverse consequences – provided you 
follow	the	guidelines	identified	above.

On the other hand, there might be situations where hand washing is certainly 
appropriate. For example, if you own a fine ultra-thin cotton shirt, you should 
probably hand wash the shirt instead of machine washing it.

You also have to recognize that, in some cases, laundering or hand washing alone 
cannot produce the desired combination of cleanliness and softness.

Take Stefano Ricci, Battaglia and Bijan cotton shirts, for example. Given the 
texture of these cotton shirts, laundering alone will not and cannot produce a shirt 
that’s both spectacularly clean and soft as butter.

At RAVE FabriCARE, for example, we soak, hand wash, hang dry, dry clean and 
then hand iron every one of these shirts that pass through our facility. This process 
produces a shirt that’s both spectacularly clean and soft as butter.

I’m not aware of anything you can do with laundering alone that could possibly 
produce this combination of cleanliness and softness. Even on white cotton shirts! 
If you know the secret to both ultra clean and ultra soft, please let me know.

Which is why internet “advice” such as the following makes my blood boil:

 

“Do not dry clean your shirts! The chemicals in dry cleaning fluid 
will destroy the fabric or even turn your custom shirts yellow. 
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Instead, request that your shirts be laundered.”

“Dry cleaning can give your shirt a yellowed appearance, so if 
you want your shirts to last, avoid dry cleaning as much as you 
can.”

“We don’t want you to dry clean your XYZ shirts. This process 
can be very tough on your shirt fabrics and will surely shorten 
your shirts’ lifetime.”

“Do not get your shirts dry cleaned but laundered instead. 
Dry cleaning requires chemicals which will warp the fabric. 
Personally, I try to avoid dry cleaners because you never know  
what accidental damage might occur...”

Hogwash!

I’d bet that this “advice” is based solely on regurgitating something the authors 
had read elsewhere on the internet and supplemented by an imagination run wild.

And, even if this information had a thread of truth to it, you shouldn’t have to 
compromise your standards just because ordinary cleaners compromise theirs.

More about laundering vs. dry cleaning a cotton shirt in a later chapter.
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Drying 

• remove shirts from net Bags

After the wash cycle is complete, remove your shirts from the net bags and do a 
quick examination. Hopefully, those shirts look pristine. If not, you might have to 
consider a “redo.”

• hang dry or machine dry?

You’ve read and heard the warnings: “Avoid the dryer. The dryer is something that’s 
going to destroy your high-end dress shirts.”

So what’s the basis for statements such as this?

I have no clue.

When it comes to drying your shirts, you have 4 choices:

• Option 1: Hang dry completely

• Option 2: Machine dry completely

• Option 3: Partially machine dry to about 80% dryness followed by a hang 
dry to complete dryness

• Option 4: Partially machine dry to about 80% dryness followed by a hand 
press to complete dryness.

 
Shirts that are hang dried completely (option 1) tend to dry stiffer. Shirts that 
are machine dried completely (option 2) and shirt that are partially machine dry 
followed by a hang dry to complete dryness (option 3) tend to come out of the 
dryer only slightly softer.

I recommend option 4: machine dry to about 80% dryness followed by a hand 
press to complete dryness.
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Why? Because shirts that are machine dried to about 80% dryness are much 
softer than shirts that are completely or partially hang dried. When you then hand 
press those shirts, the steam from the hand iron will soften the fabric even further.

• If you hang dry your shirts completely or partially

• Use plastic hangers, preferably ones with contoured necks and wide 
shoulder supports. Avoid metal hangers (potential for the transfer of rust 
to the shirt) and wood hangers (potential for the transfer of varnish from 
the hanger to the shirt).

• Hang dry indoors. Do not dry whites, intermediates or colors outdoors, 
especially in the direct sunlight. To speed up the indoor drying process you 
might want to consider the use of floor fans. (And, no, I don’t want to know 
how you’ve been line drying your shirts in the Hawaiian breeze for over 30 
years).

• Hang dry until your shirts are about 80% dry. Then hand press them while 
they’re still slightly damp. This is far easier than having to dampen each 
shirt with a misting device prior to hand ironing.

• If you dry your shirts in a dryer completely or partially

• Dry on air only or very low heat.

• Do not overload the dryer. All shirts must be able to tumble freely without 
rubbing against one another. Overloading has consequences: the wear and 
tear on your shirts will be excessive, the shirts won’t dry evenly, and your 
shirts willwrinkle excessively.

• Tumble dry until your shirts are about 80% dry. Then hand press them 
while they’re still slightly damp. This is far easier than having to dampen 
each shirt entirely prior to hand ironing. To maintain their dampness, wrap 
your shirts in a clean plastic bag until you’re ready to hand iron them.
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Hand Ironing 

I’ll go out on a limb here: You	need	to	hand	iron	your	fine	cotton	shirts. Even if you 
wear a suit jacket or sport coat all day long (the notion that you don’t need to iron 
your shirts because you never take off your jacket or coat defies credibility).

Even those formaldehyde-coated monstrosities euphemistically called “non-iron” 
shirts need to be hand ironed.

Why?

Because you are judged – at least initially – by your appearance. A well-pressed 
shirt demonstrates that you have your act together, that you pay attention 
to details, that you respect those that you come into contact with. Shirts are 
typically lighter in color than other garments you wear and are in the line of sight. 
So they tend to be noticed more often and and scrutinized more closely than other 
garments.

Bottom line? Shirts that aren’t hand ironed reflect poorly on you – in your business 
life and in your personal life.

Even if you use a shirt laundry to “wash and press” your shirts, you still need to be 
able to iron a shirt in an emergency situation.

Before we start discussing how to hand press a shirt, let me state, in clear terms, 
that it’s not possible to press a garment using a steamer. You can steam a 
garment to remove some wrinkling but the notion that you can “press” a garment 
with a steamer is utter nonsense.

If you’re lucky enough to own a European or Japanese ironing board with an 
attached sleeve board and a built in vacuum (around $750 to $3,000 depending 
on the model), you are indeed fortunate. Your ability to produce a well-ironed shirt 
in far less time just increased by a factor of at least ten.

If you don’t have a European or Japanese ironing board with an attached sleeve 
board and a built in vacuum, it’s important to understand the obstacles you face 
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when hand ironing a shirt at home. By understanding these obstacles, you’ll be 
better able to develop mechanisms to work around those obstacles.

• understand the oBstacles

• Proper pressing involves a combination of five elements: the skill of the 
presser, steam, vacuum (suction), a professional steam/electric hand iron and 
specialized, contoured equipment. 
 
You may have a flat ironing board, a separate sleeve board and a steam/
electric hand iron, and, to some degree, a hand ironing technique. But you’re 
limited in that you don’t have a vacuum in your ironing board or specialized 
contoured equipment.

• Proper pressing involves relaxing the fibers with steam from a hand iron and, 
as you gently hand iron, extracting all the moisture from the fabric with a 
vacuum (suction). This process – simultaneously applying steam and vacuum 
while hand ironing your shirt – creates that soft, smooth, even look associated 
with a perfect hand ironed shirt.  
 
By contrast, the application of steam from a hand iron (or a steamer) without 
the use of a vacuum merely adds moisture to the fabric and consequently, 
makes hand ironing a shirt at home a more difficult exercise (By the way, 
this is why steaming a wool suit with a steamer or hanging a suit in a steamy 
bathroom is a no no. And, yes, that’s not a misprint).  
 
Again you’re limited in that you don’t have a vacuum in your ironing board or 
specialized contoured equipment.

• Shirts are not flat. They are comprised of many shapes and curves. Your 
pressing surface (an ironing board or ironing table) is flat. Trying to press 
shapes and curves on a flat surface with a professional steam/electric hand 
iron but without specialized, contoured equipment is difficult.  
 
Again you’re limited in that you don’t have specialized contoured equipment.

• assemBle the right tools
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In order to overcome the obstacles to properly hand ironing your shirts, you need 
the right tools:

• Padded ironing board (or ironing table)

• Clean, washable, temperature-resistant ironing board cover (fits over the 
ironing board or table)

• Padded sleeve board

• Clean, washable, temperature-resistant sleeve board cover (fits over the 
sleeve board)

• Steam-electric iron with a heavy duty sole plate and adjustable temperature 
settings

• Teflon grid plate to attach to the metal sole plate

• Mister bottle or other misting device

• Can of spray starch (light, not heavy; unscented)

• Spare set of ironing board and sleeve board covers (in the event you forget to 
wash your covers on a regular basis).
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Invest in a really good hand iron
 

A really good steam electric iron will cost upwards of $150. And it’ll pay dividends 

year after year in terms of the quality you’ll achieve and the time you’ll save.

To produce a well-pressed 100% cotton shirt, you need a hand iron... 

• that can produce a high volume of steam (the larger the water reservoir 

the better),

•  that has a sole plate capable of reaching and retaining high heat levels,

•  that has sole plate with at least 250 steam-diffusing holes, and

•  that has a sole plate that is relatively heavy. 

The more steam an iron can produce, the more heat the sole plate can retain, 

the more holes in the sole plate and the heavier the sole plate, the better and 

quicker you’ll be able to relax the fibers and achieve a smooth finish.

I do not endorse any specific brand or model. When you’re looking at hand irons 

focus on the characteristics listed above, not necessarily on brand names.

TIP
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If you’re just starting out, use a teflon shoe
 

Cotton shirts should be hand ironed using an open face metal sole plate. 

However, if you’re just starting out ironing your own shirts, you might want to 

consider using a teflon shoe. A teflon shoe is a cover for the hot metal sole plate.

A teflon shoes serve three functions: 

• It spreads or diffuses the steam ejected through the holes in the metal 

sole plate when you call for steam.

• It covers the holes in the metal sole plate, thereby ensuring that you don’t 

damage certain parts of the shirt by catching fabric points on those holes. 

For example, the points on a collar, the corners of a cuff, corners of the 

front placket, etc.

• It prevents you from scorching the cotton fabric, particularly if there’s 

excess detergent residue in the fabric. 

.

When you iron a shirt using a teflon shoe, you’ll spend more time on each shirt. 

But as you develop your ironing technique and get more comfortable with the 

heat settings on your iron, you should be able to dispense with the teflon shoe 

and reduce the time spent on each shirt.  

TIP
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Keep the sole plate of your iron clean
 

The sole plate of your iron can get dirty for any number of reasons: dirt transfer 

from your ironing or sleeve board, starch residue from the use of spray starch, 

hard water mineral build up in the area surrounding the holes in the sole plate, 

etc.

In order to ensure that you don’t transfer any dirt from the sole plate onto your 

shirt, make sure that the sole plate is always clean. There are creams and pastes 

available to clean a hot or cold sole plate. Just be sure that you clean around the 

steam holes in the sole plate. You don’t want the creams or pastes to seep into 

the holes.

Hot creams and cold pastes can be purchased from a supply company serving 

the dry cleaning industry for less than $10 a tube or jar.

TIP
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Keep your covers clean
 

Make sure that your ironing and sleeve board covers are clean. You can’t hand 

iron a clean shirt on a dirty ironing or sleeve board.

You should have two covers for your ironing and sleeve boards – one on the 

boards and one spare. As soon as you notice that your covers are getting soiled, 

remove them, toss them into your washer and hang dry.

These ironing and sleeve board covers can be purchased in different materials – 

canvas, nylon, nomex, etc. I like nomex. It’s heat resistant and allows you to slide 

your shirts around the boards with ease as you move from section to section.

TIP
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Consider a compressed air operated mister
 

You’ll need a mister bottle to spray moisture on the shirt if it’s too dry or if 

you press in a wrinkle and then want to eliminate that wrinkle. You should set 

aside a mister bottle to be used exclusively for hand ironing. This way it’s not 

contaminated by other liquids.

An alternative to a mister bottle is a 2 or 3 quart chemical or insecticide sprayer 

that operates using compressed air.

This sprayer works in the following manner: you fill the sprayer with water until 

it’s about ¾ full. Then, using a hand pump mechanism, you inject air into the 

sprayer and then compress the air. The hand-held trigger nozzle is attached to 

the sprayer by a long hose.  When you squeeze the trigger nozzle you release a 

fine mist of water.

These sprayers can be purchased on-line or at any home improvement store for 

less than $75.

I’d suggest that you discard the hose and trigger nozzle that comes with the 

sprayer and substitute a hand-held water gun and eleven foot water hose 

instead. Depending on the sprayer, you’ll probably have to purchase a new 

connector to attach the water hose to the sprayer.

TIP
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These water guns and hoses can be purchased from a supply company serving 

the dry cleaning industry for around $25 and $20 respectively.  

If you’re real creative, you can go one step further: (a) mount a hook on the ceiling 

of your laundry room, (b) attach a bungee cord to the hose about 1 foot from 

water gun, and (c) attach the bungee cord to the hook mounted to the ceiling 

when you’re ready to start ironing.

Now you have a moisture-on-demand set up: every time you need an even mist, 

pull the water gun towards the shirt and activate the water gun’s trigger. When 

you’re done, gently release the water gun and the bungee cord will retract the 

water gun upwards and out of your way.

TIP
continued
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Use distilled water in your irons, drinking water in your misters
 

Many areas of the country have hard water. Hard water contains various minerals 

that can build up inside the water reservoir of your hand iron. The possibility 

exists that some of those minerals and even rust could “spit out” of the holes in 

the sole plate and stain the shirt being ironed.

To avoid this potential problem always use distilled water for your hand iron’s 

reservoir. Drinking water is ok for the water sprayer.

Every now and again, empty the reservoir and the mister and rinse them out.

Also, empty the reservoir when you’ve finished ironing, . This way your reservoir 

will be dry when the iron’s not in use and you’ll diminish the possibility of your 

reservoir developing rust over time.

TIP
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• hand pressing your shirts

Now that you have assembled the necessary tools, you’re ready to hand press your 
shirts.

It’s important to recognize that the following instructions are only intended to be 
a guide. These are no “gold standard” instructions that must be rigorously followed 
in order to produce a “perfect” shirt. So use these instructions as a starting point.

Then develop your own technique as you move from practice to perfect.

For the sake of discussion, I’ll assume that you’re starting with a damp shirt. In the 
event the shirt is fully dry, you need to mist the entire shirt down with your misting 
device or mist each section of the shirt as you move from section to section.

Soak, launder and then iron your shirts in batches
 

Once you have developed an ironing technique, you should be able to hand 

press a shirt in 5 to 7 minutes or about 8 to 10 minutes if you’re seeking greater 

perfection.

If you wash your shirts in batches, you’ll quickly reduce, on average, the amount 

of time it takes to iron each shirt. That’s because it takes time to get into an 

ironing rhythm. Once you’ve developed that rhythm, you’ll spend less time on 

each subsequent shirt.

You’ll save even more time, on average, because the “set up” time necessary to 

organize the “tools of your trade” (ironing board, sleeve board, steam/electric 

iron, etc.) is spread over multiple shirts. It’s the same set up time whether you’re 

hand ironing 1 shirt or 10 shirts.

TIP
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Iron 100% cotton shirts at the highest setting
 

You need to iron your 100% cotton shirts at the highest cotton setting. This means 

making sure that the sole plate has reached the correct temperature and that the 

water reservoir has started to produce  steam.

Before you bring your iron into contact with a shirt, move your iron across a white 

cotton hand towel and activate the steam. If you see water dripping from your 

iron, your iron isn’t hot enough.

When the sole plate reaches temperature and the iron is producing sufficient 

steam, you’re ready to start ironing.

Make sure to keep the iron moving. Otherwise you could scorch or burn the 

fabric (If you’re just starting out hand ironing your shirts, read the prior tip on 

teflon shoes for your iron).

TIP
• Care Labels

Double check your care labels.

Although this chapter only addresses 100% cotton shirts, some of your 
shirts could be a blend of cotton and spandex, nylon or polyester. When it 
comes to setting the temperature on your hand iron for pressing cotton 
blends, just remember that spandex, nylon or polyester are plastics. What 
happens when you apply a hot iron to a plastic? It melts.

So adjust your temperature settings accordingly.
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• Buttons

Tighten all loose buttons and replace cracked or missing buttons.

It’s best to do this before you start ironing. This way you don’t have to 
repress or “touch up” the shirt in those areas that were creased by your 
subsequent handling of the shirt.

• Collar

Hold the ends of the collar in both hands, stretch out to the maximum, bring 
you hands together and then extend your hands rapidly, snapping the collar 
in the process. The aim here is to stretch the collar to the maximum.

Turn the collar onto the reverse side and lay it flat on your ironing board or 
table.

Spray the collar with a little spray starch (light, not heavy; unscented) if you 
want to add a little “body.’’

Iron the collar from the two ends towards the center of the collar and from 
the outer edge towards the seam between the collar and the collar band.

As you will be using a firm, consistent pressure, make sure that you do not 
“scuff” the collar points with the holes in the sole plate.

Turn the collar over and, again, iron the collar from from the two ends 
towards the center of the collar and from the outer edge towards the seam 
between the collar and the collar band.

• Collar Band

Iron the inside of the collar band, moving the iron from the two ends towards 
the center of the collar and from the seam between the collar and the collar 
band towards the yolk.
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Turn the shirt over and repeat on the outside of the collar band. When you 
are ironing the outside of the collar band, use the point of the iron to iron 
around the top button(s).

Fold the collar down and, using your hand iron, apply some pressure at the 
seam where the collar band meets the collar. The technical term for turning 
down the collar is “breaking the collar.”

• Cuffs

Hold the ends of the cuff in both hands, stretch out to the maximum, bring 
you hands together and then extend your hands rapidly, snapping the collar 
in the process. The aim here is to stretch the cuff to the maximum.

Turn the cuff onto the reverse side.

Spray the cuff with a little spray starch (light, not heavy; unscented) if you 
want to add a little “body.’’

Iron the cuff from the two ends towards the center of the cuff and from the 
outer edge towards the seam between the cuff and the sleeve.

As you will be using some firm, consistent pressure, make sure that you do 
not “scuff” the cuff points with the holes in the sole plate. The same principle 
applies whether the cuff is a barrel cuff or a french cuff.

Turn the cuff over and, again, iron from from the two ends towards the 
center of the cuff and from the outer edge towards the seam between the 
cuff and the sleeve.

Leave all french cuffs flat. Do not iron a crease in the french cuff. French 
cuffs should be rolled when worn, never creased.
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Hiding excess fabric in the collar and cuffs 

Examine the fabric on the front and reverse side of collars and cuffs after you 

have ironed the shirt or picked it up from the shirt laundry. If the interfacing inside 

your collars and cuffs has shrunk, the fabric will exhibit lots of overlaying wrinkles. 

The technical term for this is “excess fabric.”

 

Whenever you hand iron a shirt that has excess fabric in the collar and cuffs, you 

need to hide that excess fabric:
 

Collar: iron the collar from the two ends towards the center of the collar and 

from the outer edge towards the seam between the collar and the collar band.

 

Cuffs: iron the cuff from the two ends towards the center of the cuff and from the 

outer edge  towards the seam between the cuff and the sleeve.

TIP
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Creased french cuffs look “home grown”
 

French cuffs should be rolled, never creased. In other words, your cuffs should 

exhibit a gentle curve at the point where the cuff is turned up.

A french cuff with a sharp crease at the point where the cuff is turned up, is an 

indication that your shirt has been “washed and pressed” at a cheap, poor quality 

shirt laundry.

And, yet, you took the time to “do it right.” It’s guilt by association.

TIP
• Yolk (Upper Rear Shoulder Area)

Place the shoulder portion of the shirt over the nose of your ironing board.

Iron the yoke of the shirt, starting from the center and moving towards the 
sleeves
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Focus on the seams as well as the fabric
 

When you hand iron a shirt there is a natural tendency to focus on the fabric. 

Don’t forget about the seams. Seams are slightly more difficult to hand iron 

because they are thicker and, after laundering, slightly puckered.

You might want to consider hand ironing all the seams first, before you even start 

hand ironing your shirt. That way the seams are out of the way and you can focus on 

the collar, collar band, cuffs, front placket, yoke, body and sleeves (in that order).

There is (almost) nothing worse than a perfectly hand ironed shirt with puckered 

seams. 

TIP
• Back

Slide the shirt down the ironing board and iron the left side of the back, 
starting at the yoke and working towards the hem of the shirt.

Repeat on the right side of the shirt, again starting at the yoke and working 
towards the hem of the shirt.

Iron any pleats just below the yolk. Make sure the fold under the pleat is 
carefully “smoothed out” before you hand iron those pleats. Otherwise 
those pleats will exhibit seam impressions.

Iron any darts that might have been placed in the back of your shirt to 
achieve a slimmer fit. 
 
Before you hand iron those darts, turn the shirt over to ensure that 
the “excess fabric” created by those darts fall in one direction only. It’s 
sometimes best to first hand iron those darts on the inside to ensure that 
the “excess fabric” caused by the dart is unwrinkled and that the “excess 
fabric” points outwards toward the side seams.
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For shirts with a “heavy fabric,” iron the reverse side of the 
shirt first
 

When you are hand ironing a shirt that has a “heavier fabric,” you might want to 

consider hand ironing the shirt on the reverse side first. Think of this as a 2 or 3 

minute “quick and dirty press” that’s solely intended to smooth out the major 

wrinkles.

Once you’re finished, you can then proceed with hand ironing your shirt per the 

instructions provided herein.

You’ll achieve a smoother finish in less time than if you hand ironed the shirt on 

the “correct” side only.

TIP
• Front Placket (Button Strip)

Turn the shirt over to the front.

Iron the front placket using a little pressure.

Use a little spray starch (light, not heavy; unscented) if you want to add a 
little “body’’ to the placket.

Again, using some pressure, use the point of the iron to iron around the 
buttons. At this point, the ironing of the front placket does not have to be 
perfect as you’ll be coming back to “touch up” the placket after the shirt 
has been hand ironed.
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• Front

Slide the shirt down the ironing board and iron the left side of the front, 
starting at the collar and working towards the hem of the shirt.

Repeat on the right side of the shirt, again starting at the collar and 
working towards the hem of the shirt. 

• Sleeve Placket

Pull one sleeve of the shirt onto the sleeve board so that the sleeve placket 
and cuff are flat on the widest part of the sleeve board.

Iron the sleeve placket. 
 
When you are ironing the sleeve placket, use the point of the iron to iron 
around the sleeve placket button, if any.

Roll the cuff over the end of the sleeve board and iron the area where the 
sleeves join the cuffs.  
 
If there are pleats in the area where the sleeve joins the cuffs, carefully iron 
those pleats. 

• Sleeves     

Pull the sleeve over the sleeve board to the point where the sleeve meets 
the shoulder.

Iron the sleeve using the sleeve board, rolling the fabric as you iron and 
moving slowly towards the cuff.

Repeat on the second sleeve.
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Creased sleeves look “home grown”
 

Even if you hand iron your shirts yourself, you still want them to look like a 

“professionally hand ironed shirt.” Right?

If that’s the case, buy a sleeve board from a supply company serving the dry 

cleaning industry. That way you don’t have to iron sharp creases into your sleeves 

from shoulder to cuffs.

Why no creases?

First, because – and this may sound counter-intuitive –  creases in the sleeves 

of your shirts is the first sign that your shirt has been “washed and pressed” at a 

cheap, poor quality shirt laundry. And, yet, you took the time to “do it right.” It’s 

guilt by association.

Second, the manufacturer of the shirt never intended that the sleeves of their 

shirts be creased. After all, if that were the case, wouldn’t the manufacturer have 

creased the sleeves of that shirt before it left the factory or the shirtmaker?

A good sleeve board will cost you around $30.

TIP
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• Front Placket (Button Strip)

Revisit the front placket of your shirt.

Re-iron the front placket using a little pressure.

Use a little spray starch (light, not heavy; unscented) if you want to add a 
little “body’’ to the placket. Again, using some pressure, use the point of the 
iron to iron around the buttons. 

Voila, you’re done. You’ve proved, once again, that if somethings worth doing, it’s worth doing 
right. Now sit back, pour yourself a glass of wine, and admire your work.

As I previously mentioned, these hand ironing instructions are not rigid. Adapt them to your 
needs and develop a hand ironing technique that works for you.

I’d encourage you to explore other detailed presentations of hand ironing procedures. For an 
overview, I’d suggest you start by reading a blog post from Put This On entitled Ten Tips For 
Ironing Shirts. Then read the more, detailed, step-by-step hand ironing procedure advocated 
by Alexander Kabbaz, a world-renouned bespoke shirt maker.
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Storing 

• dryness

Hang your shirts for an hour or so outside of your closet (not in a bathroom) to 
ensure that the shirt is completely dry and that all moisture imparted by your hand 
iron has completely evaporated. This is particularly important if you’re going to be 
temporarily storing those shirts in dry cleaner’s poly bags. The poly bags will trap 
any moisture. Moisture will, in turn, induce unnecessary wrinkling and undo all your 
hand work 

• Buttons

Button the top three buttons of each shirt and one more button half way down 
between the third button and the hem. 

• french cuffs

Store the french cuffs flat. 

• hangers

Use a hanger that has a contoured neck and some build up in the shoulder area. 
This will maintain the drape of the shirt and the roundness of the collar.

Form some tissue paper into a round, 1” to 2” thick, frisbee-like disk and insert the 
tissue disk into the collar opening.

This will further maintain the drape of the shirt and the roundness of the collar. 
Retain your disks for future use.

Avoid straight/thin metal and wood hangers and wishbone-shaped/thin metal and 
wood hangers.

Store two shirts back-to-back, followed by another two shirts back-to-back.
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This will protect the collars from being crushed. Think about that. You’ve spent so 
much time hand ironing your shirts and forming the perfect rounded collar only to 
stuff them into an already-overcrowded closet.

I understand that hangers with a contoured neck and some build up in the shoulder 
area will occupy more space than you might have available. If so, empty your closet 
of those garments you haven’t worn in the past year and probably never will.  You 
know, the green and yellow plaid suit you purchased on sale 20 years ago and those 
gaudy, floral Hawaiian shirts passed down to you by your brother-in-law 5 years ago. 
You’ll be amazed how much “new” space you’ll create.

As regards wire hangers, Jesse Thorn published an interesting guide  to storing 
men’s garments on the Put This On blog. I agree with some but not all of his 
comments. But I do like his take on storing shirts on wire hangers: “Don’t use wire. 
You’re not an animal.”

If you prefer to fold your shirts because of space limitations or because you travel 
frequently, you should read RAVE FabriCARE’s Position Paper titled “Ever Wondered 
Why Your Folded Shirts Look Like A Rumpled Mess”?
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Use a collar post for a better rounded collar
 

Even if you use a contoured hanger to store you shirts, you might still have 

trouble forming a “perfect” round collar when hand ironing.

There is a solution: Add a collar post to your laundry room.

A collar post is a cone-shaped device on a vertical stand. Button the top button 

of your shirt, slip the collar over the cone and push downward. Leave it on the 

cone for a few minutes and then slide it off and onto a contoured hanger.

Collar posts come in unheated and heated versions and can be purchased 

online from a supply company that serves the dry cleaning industry for about 

$250 and $450 respectively.

If budget is not a consideration, I’d opt for the heated version. To use, just plug 

the collar post into any electrical outlet about 5 minutes before you commence 

ironing. And remember to unplug after you’re finished. That cone can get pretty 

hot. If you have young kids at home, you need to take the necessary precautions.

Also, buy a spare heating element just in case your element burns out. Changing 

out an element is relatively easy. If you can hand iron a shirt, you should be able 

to change out the element without difficulty.

TIP
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• shirt protectors

Now that you’ve laundered and hand ironed your shirts and hung them on 
contoured hangers, you might want to consider covering them while they’re stored 
in your closet.

When it comes to storage, it’s important to differentiate between those shirts you 
wear on a regular basis and those worn on an irregular basis.

For shirts that you wear regularly, I see no reason to use any type of cover. If you 
have your shirts “professionally laundered,” you can leave your shirts in those dry 
cleaner poly bags. The poly bags will not only protect your shirts from dust but will 
“cushion” the shirts in your closet and help to preserve the “pressing.”

On the other hand, if your shirt laundry returns multiple shirts in a single bag 
(pardon me while I throw up), I’d suggest that you remove the poly bag and hang 
your shirts in individual bags.

For those shirts that you wear on an irregular basis or only a few times a year (e.g., 
a tuxedo shirt), I’d suggest that you remove the poly bags and replace them with 
a cotton dust cover or a 42 inch breathable storage bag made of chemically inert, 
man-made fibers.

Why remove the poly bags? Because plastics such as poly have a chemically 
unstable molecular structure that will break down over time and off-gas acids. 
These acids will, in turn, transfer or migrate onto your shirts and turn your shirts, 
particularly your white shirts, yellow over time.

Make your own cotton protectors
 
Cotton is a breathable fabric. Buy some really cheap European cotton shams with 
an opening at an  end (not in the center), cut off the end closest to the opening, 
punch a hole in the center of the  opposite end, and use that as a dust cover.

You might be able to fit at least 2 or 3 shirts into a single sham without crushing 
the pressing.

TIP
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• rotation

If you care for your shirts at home, I’d recommend that you have at least 14 
“current” shirts in your wardrobe – 7 in the closet and 7 in the laundry hamper. I call 
this the rule of 14.

If you use a “professional shirt laundry,” I’d suggest that you have at least 21 
“current” shirts in your wardrobe – 7 in the closet, 7 at the shirt laundry and 7 in the 
hamper waiting to go to the shirt laundry. I call this the rule of 21. This gives the 
shirt laundry the time to treat your shirts with appropriate care. Unfortunately, this 
may just be wishful thinking: if you give them a week to “do the job right,” they’ll 
still, in all probability, have your shirts “ready” in one or two days.

Bottom line on shirt rotation: Whether you care for them at home or entrust them 
to a “professional shirt laundry,” the more shirts you have in rotation, the less the 
wear and tear on your shirts and the longer they’ll last.

• culling

No matter how well you take care of your shirts, shirts have a finite life. Eventually, 
you’ll have to replace them.

This would seem to be self evident to most. But it’s not.

Every shirt laundry has clients who believe that shirts are a one time investment: 
buy 10 shirts, wear them out over a period of a few years and, when they come to 
the end of their life, take them back to the shirt laundry and demand brand new 
replacements on the basis that “you guys damaged my shirts.”

Alternatively, when those shirts start to show evidence of wear, set up pick up and 
delivery service with the shirt laundry and then demand brand new replacement on 
the basis that “you picked up my shirts and didn’t return them” (when, in fact, the 
client didn’t even put them out for pick up).

Aside: I have 25+ years of accumulated stories such as this. Maybe I’ll write a 
memoir some day – true stories that will read like fiction!

I’d suggest that you periodically examine all your shirts for fraying collars, cuffs 
and front plackets, thinning elbow fabric, color fading, and the like.
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You’ve taken good care of your shirts, you’ve enjoyed wearing them and you’ve 
received the compliments. At some point, it’s time to cull the herd and treat 
yourself to some replacement shirts!

Summary

You want to project a professional, well-dressed, well-groomed image. So you’ve invested 
in a well-curated wardrobe. And you pay particular attention to your shirts – because a 
shirt is the first thing people notice.

Remember that a well laundered, perfectly hand ironed $50 off-the-rack cotton shirt will 
always look better than a poorly laundered, dingy, steamed out or hung dried $500 made-
to-measure or bespoke shirt. In much the same way that a gently dry cleaned, perfectly 
hand ironed $300 suit will always look better than a $3000 poorly dry cleaned, dull 
looking, machine pressed or steamed out suit.

On the other hand, if you have elected to entrust your shirts to a professional shirt laundry 
and are looking for some guidance as to how to choose a shirt laundry that will deliver 
a true quality laundered shirt, the next chapter is designed to provide you with some 
guidance.
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SO YOUV’E ELECTED TO

PROFESSIONALLY LAUNDER...
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The more things change, the more they stay the same

A while back, I came across an article published in the New York Times. The title, “The Life 
Of The Modern Shirt: A Short One In Laundries,” piqued my interest.

Then I noticed the dateline: August 22, 1895!

Today, we can safely say that, despite all the advances in washer and pressing machine 
technologies, there appears to have been little improvement in the quality of the delivered 
product over the past 120 years.

As they say, the more things change, the more they stay the same.

Truth be told, any ordinary cleaner can “clean and press” a cotton shirt. In 3 or 4  hours 
or less. It’s a service available at almost any of the 26,000 cleaners in the USA where, 
typically, the operational norm is get ‘em in, get ‘em out. They’re in by 9:00 and out by 5:00. 
Picked up on day 1 and delivered on day 3.

But there’s much more to crafting extraordinary shirts than scrubbing your collars and cuffs 
with hard-bristled brushes and collar/cuff solution/detergent, jamming them into a washer, 
injecting hot water and harsh, caustic, industrial grade detergents and bleach, starching 
them with synthetic glue, banging them out on a series of shirt pressing machines, creasing 
the sleeves, and stuffing them in a poly bag or machine folding them.

This is the factory approach to cheap, fabric-destroying shirt laundry.

At ordinary cleaners, these shirt travesties are called standard operating procedures.
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And the results? A machine mangled, dishwater dingy, cardboard crusty shirt. That’ll last 
25 to 35 cleanings at best before you’re forced to throw them out or consign them to the 
charity bin.

And what are the symptoms of these crimes of fashion?

Look for ...

• wrinkles and ripples on both sides of the collars and cuffs

• wrinkles and ripples in the pockets, pocket flaps and epaulets

• wrinkles and ripples in the front and sleeve plackets

• collars that are not correctly broken at the lower rear (i.e., there’s a gap between 
the lower rear edge of the collar and the collar/back joining seam)

• frayed collar points

• collar stay impressions

• missing and/or bent collar stays

• a triangular-shaped collar (instead of a perfectly rounded collar).

And especially look for ...

• collars, cuffs and front plackets that are abrading or fraying prematurely

• puckered side, sleeve and yolk seams

• puckered joins between the body and sleeves of the shirt

• puckered joins between the sleeves and cuffs of the shirt

• wrinkled underarms

• small pinch marks in the area where the body meets the sleeves and where the 
sleeves meet the cuffs

• creased sleeves (often automatically done without a client’s prior approval and 
without the client being offered the option of a rolled sleeve).
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By the way, any cleaner that tells you that they crease the sleeves of your shirts because 
creased sleeves “look great,” that they crease the sleeves of your shirts to achieve a “look 
of perfection,” or that they crease the sleeves of your shirts to “give your shirts the focused 
care that only we can provide,” should hire a fiction writer to help them formulate a more 
believable story.

Fact is, ordinary cleaners automatically crease your sleeves for one reason only: it quickly 
covers up a whole host of telltale signs that the shirt have been machine pressed at a rate of 
40 to 50 (or more) per hour – on a series of machines that have all the subtlety and precision 
of a sledgehammer and that can best be described as medieval torture for fine shirts.

A true quality cleaner will never crease the sleeves of your shirts. And, if you asked for 
creased sleeves, they’d probably ask you to reconsider.

Every shirt delivered by a true quality cleaner should have an uncreased sleeve (aka a 
rolled sleeve) – the first obvious sign, amongst many other factors, of a professionally 
laundered shirt.

After all, if sleeves were intended to be creased, wouldn’t your shirts have come with 
creased sleeves from the shirt maker? 

The race to the bottom of the barrel
 
So what accounts for this race to the bottom of the barrel when it comes to true quality 
shirt care?

Well, I think I may have the answer...

I founded RAVE FabriCARE over 25 years ago. During that period of time, and especially 
during the past 10 years, I’ve noticed a distinct movement away from building a business 
that’s based on delivering a consistently high quality of product to building a business 
that’s based on building a brand.

In other words, today, the business of garment care has become the business of building 
a brand, not the business of producing a true quality product that looks, feels and smells 
great. And lasts much longer. After all, the occasional tinkering with a brand is far more 
intellectually satisfying than the grind of producing garments crafted with extraordinary 
care. Garment after garment. Day after day.
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A perfect example of this focus on brand to the almost total exclusion of quality of product 
is the entry of the Procter & Gamble franchise concept, “Tide Dry Cleaners”, into the dry 
cleaning and shirt laundry market.

And P&G’s strategic rationale to start franchising Tide Dry Cleaners?

I’d bet that their thinking went something like this:

P&G knows the craft of garment care because consumers use their Dryel “dry cleaning” 
product in their home dryers. P&G knows the service industry because consumers use 
their Mr. Clean car washes. Consumers will trust Tide Dry Cleaners because consumers 
trust Tide detergent. Tide laundry detergent can be used by Tide Dry Cleaners because 
consumers use Tide laundry detergent in their home washers. P&G can help the new 
franchise owners of Tide Dry Cleaners design a fast and efficient garment “cleaning 
and pressing” production line because P&G engineers have experience designing such 
production lines. P&G can help these new franchise owners brand and market their services 
with low prices and coupons because P&G marketers have experience branding and 
marketing their products with low prices and coupons.

With “all” this going for us, they probably rationalized, all we have to do is produce a 
product that’s marginally better, at the same price and within the same timeframe as any 
ordinary, mom-and-pop operated dry cleaner – but with a whole lot more flash and pizzaz 
to obfuscate any focus on product quality – and we’ll clean up in the cleaning business.

Makes perfect sense, doesn’t it?

The problem for the owners of fine garments is that these new franchise owners typically 
know nothing about caring for fine garments, household textiles and accessories: all 
garments, household textiles and accessories are treated interchangeably irrespective of 
brand and/or cost – a suit is a suit is a suit; a shirt is a shirt is a shirt; a duvet cover is a 
duvet cover is a duvet cover; a handbag is a handbag is a handbag is a handbag; and so 
on.

Fact is, these franchise owners wouldn’t know the difference between an Attolini and an 
Abercrombie. Nor do they care to know. They wouldn’t know the difference between an 
Oxxford and an Old Navy. They wouldn’t know the difference between a Lagerfelt and a 
Land’s End. Nor do they care to know. They wouldn’t know the difference between a Kabbaz 
and a Calvin Klein. Nor do they care to know. They wouldn’t know the difference between 
a Duxiana and a Divatex. And they wouldn’t know the difference between a Hermes and a 
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Hilfiger. Nor do they care to know.

Quiz them and they’d probably guess that Attolini is a microwavable pizza, Oxxford is 
a community college in California, Lagerfelt is a new microbeer, Kabbaz is an Eastern 
European sausage, Duxiana is a reality television show featuring four brothers with long 
beards, and Hermes is a contagious social disease.

To these franchise owners, garment care isn’t a craft. Rather, it’s a a quick turnaround, low 
price service that needs to be branded.

They believe that branding is all that’s necessary to get garments through the front door. 
Push enough garments back out that front door at the lowest possible operating cost and 
in the shortest possible timeframe and you’ll make a profit.

Is it any wonder that P&G trumpeted the selection of the owners of Panda Express fast 
food restaurants as the first master franchisor of Tide Dry Cleaners in California, Nevada 
and Arizona?

After all, Panda Express operates along the same principles as Tide Dry Cleaners: Branding 
will get customers through the front door. Push enough cafeteria-sized serving trays of pre-
prepared, heatlamp-warmed up “Chinese-style food” through your restaurants at the lowest 
possible operating cost and in the shortest possible time frame and you’ll make a profit.

(Update: According to the best information I have, the owners of Panda Express bailed out 
of the dry cleaning business after less than two years, having flushed $10+ million into the 
proverbial fryer oil collection drum).

While the P&G concept illustrates the brand vs. product debate on a national level, every 
major city has it’s share of local brand builders who believe that the quality of their 
branding is far more important than the quality of their product.

After all, they probably ask themselves, do our potential, low information customers really 
know or even care about the quality of our processes and craftsmanship? And, even if they 
did, they probably tell themselves, we have a 50:50 chance that our potential customers 
will buy our story that we actually do what we say we do – no matter how improbable that 
story might be.

And the result of all these brand building efforts? A brand without substance; a brand 
built on smoke and mirrors; a brand built on a foundation of falsehoods, distortions and 
misrepresentations; a brand that’s the metaphorical equivalent of an empty suit.
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It’s almost as if the owners of most of today’s dry cleaners and shirt laundries have, in 
the words of advertising executive Bob Hoffman, plucked a page right out of the Dennis 
Rodman book of marketing: if you don’t have the personality, get some tattoos, piercings 
and dyed hair.

If you can’t deliver a garment crafted with extraordinary care, focus on the garment care 
equivalent of tattoos, piercings and dyed hair – birdbrained service delivered with a smile, 
technological conveniences (such as 24/7 drop off and pickup) designed to substitute for 
true quality garment care, and pious baloney about “taking care of the customer”, “meeting 
the customer’s expectations”, “paying strict attention to detail” and “delivering the focused 
care that only we can provide”.

Unfortunately, there is only one way to build a great brand in the garment care business: 
craft a true quality product, a garment that looks, feels, and smells great and lasts much 
longer. Do that and the brand will take care of itself.

Please understand that my beef with these gurus of garment care is not about the 
importance of branding. Rather, my beef is about how they build their brands.

In the garment care industry, a great brand is the indirect consequence of consistently 
delivering – over a period of many years – a garment crafted with extraordinary care. And 
a garment crafted with extraordinary care comes from taking the time to do a lot of things 
right – every day, on each and every garment.

Take the time to do a lot of things right – every day, on each and every garment – and 
you’ll build a great brand over time. If you don’t, all the branding in the world won’t amount 
to a hill of beans. Especially after their better informed customers pierce the branding over 
product facade.

Today, delusional thinking about the role of true quality cleaning ® in the garment care 
business isn’t just acceptable. It’s industry dogma. An article of faith that’s as unshakeable 
as a zealot’s beliefs.

There, I’ve said it. And I’m not sorry. 
 

Your shirts deserve far better

It might come as a surprise to ordinary cleaners and shirt laundries that the owners of fine 
shirts view their shirts as valuable assets as well as beautiful works of art. Not as pieces of 
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fabric that can be tossed into a washer and then banged out on a press.

To keep your shirts looking, feeling and smelling great and lasting much, much longer, 
you’ll need to locate a skilled shirt laundry. And, to successfully do that, you’ll need to ask 
questions. Insist on straight, jargon-free answers. And invest some time assessing the 
“truthfulness” of those responses.

In the next chapter, I’ll provide you with the necessary ammunition to do just that. 
And, in the process, help you “level the playing field” whenever you need to discuss the 
“processing” of your shirts with your shirt laundry.

So let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional shirt 
laundry, or, as I like to call it, true quality shirt care.

Your image and fine shirts will love you for that. 

“There’s much more to crafting extraordinary shirts than
scrubbing your collars and cuffs with hard-bristled brushes

and collar/cuff solution/detergent, jamming them into a
washer, injecting hot water and harsh, caustic, industrial

grade detergents and bleach, starching them with synthetic
glue, banging them out on a series of shirt pressing machines,

creasing the sleeves, and stuffing them in a poly bag or
machine folding them.

This is the factory approach to cheap, fabric-destroying
shirt laundry.” “
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
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True quality garment care is all about process, craftsmanship and time. A skills, judgment 
and time based process will yield great results; a “bang and hang” process will yield 
disastrous results. It’s just that simple...and just that complicated.

So let’s get down to the nitty gritty. What are the critical elements of a process that will 
produce an extraordinary professionally laundered shirt?

I’d submit that there are 7 critical elements:

1. Examine and assess

2. Soak out oil-based stains

3. Soak out soil and water-based stains

4.	 Launder	gently	and	briefly

5. Rinse. And starch if required.

6. Hand iron

7. Inspect and package

Let’s briefly review each of these 7 elements......
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
EXAMINE AND ASSESS
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A true quality shirt laundry starts the process by carefully examining each shirt for oil-
based stains, soil and water-based stains. And assessing the item’s age, fabric content, 
dyes, construction and condition, including pre-existing damage and defects.

They also remove all metal and plastic collar stays so that your shirts are never laundered 
and hand ironed with the collar stays still inserted.

This avoids collar stays breaking through the collar fabric, fraying collar points, and those 
unsightly collar stay impressions that you typically find on shirts returned to you by 
ordinary cleaners.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
SOAK OUT OIL-BASED STAINS
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After examination and assessment, a true quality shirt laundry will soak your fine shirts in a 
dermatologically-friendly, odorless, fabric gentle, environmentally benign dry cleaning fluid 
for about 15 minutes.

And why do they do this?

Because it’s the only way to safely and gently dissolve oil-based stains such as body 
oils, hair oils, creams and lotions as well as greasy food deposits without resorting to 
conventional washing techniques that use hot water combined with harsh, caustic, 
industrial grade detergents and bleaches in a futile attempt to “boil away” these oil-based 
stains. 

And because it’s the only way to ensure that, when your fine shirts are finally ironed, those 
body oils, hair oils, creams and lotions as well as greasy food deposits don’t transform or 
oxidize through heat into difficult to remove yellow and brown spots.

And the dry cleaning fluid they use?

Siloxane – the same gentle fluid we use to clean your “dry clean only” bespoke, made to 
measure, designer, high fashion, specialty, couture and vintage garments. A fluid used by 
fewer than 5% of all dry cleaners.

Fact is, siloxane dry cleaning fluid is so gentle it’s been used for over 40 years as a base 
ingredient in many personal care products you drip into your eyes and apply to the most 
sensitive parts of your skin on a daily basis. Products such as shampoos, antiperspirants, 
deodorants, moisturizing creams, lipsticks and the like.
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So gentle you can (legally) wash your face and hands in it.

And for those of you who are (occasionally) partial to McDonald’s french fries, you’ve even 
eaten and digested siloxane on your last visit to the Goldern Arches (but that’s a story for 
another time).

Fact is, siloxane is so benign that, in 2008, the California Air Resources Board, the most 
stringent environmental safety agency in the country, gave siloxane a clean bill of health, 
stating that they see no reason to regulate siloxane in any manner whatsoever. So 
benign that, in 2012, Environmental Canada, the highly regarded Canadian equivalent 
of the Environmental Protection Agency, concluded that siloxane is not harmful to the 
environment and required no regulation of any kind.

Still worried about first soaking your shirts in a dry cleaning fluid to emulsify the oils?

I do understand your apprehension. After all, it’s easy to be confused when so many 
“experts” offer “shirt care advice” such as this:

“Dry cleaning your shirts is a bad idea because dry cleaning 
solutions are vicious on shirt fabric. There is a good chance that 
a shirt will come back from the dry cleaners blotched with yellow 
or, even worse, discolored to the shade of old parchment.”

It’s amazing to me that someone can be so eloquent, yet, at the same time, be so utterly 
misinformed.

First, there’s no scientific evidence to support this position.  Of course, it’s possible that 
the author may have some anecdotal evidence based on his personal experience at some 
ordinary cleaner or may have read something on the internet (“dry cleaning will ruin your 
shirts”) and then embellished on that “fact”. But such generalized statements amount to 
nothing more than hysteria when considered in the context of true quality cleaning.

Second, a true quality shirt laundry doesn’t soak your shirts in perchloroethylene (aka perc), 
synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal, the dry cleaning solvent of choice for 
about 95% of all cleaners.

Now you know why soaking to remove oil-based stains is critical.
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“Ordinary cleaners use conventional washing techniques –

tumbling your fine shirts in a washer wheel for 30 to 45

minutes in hot water combined with harsh, caustic,

industrial grade detergents and bleaches – in a futile

attempt to “boil away” oil-based stains. And when your

shirts are finally “pressed” those body oils, hair oils,

creams and lotions as well as greasy food deposits transform

or oxidize through heat into difficult to remove yellow and

brown spots.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
SOAK OUT SOIL & WATER-BASED STAINS
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Next, a true quality shirt laundry will soak your fine shirts in special water-based solutions 
to relax/open the fibers and release soils and water-based stains. For a minimum of 8 
hours. 12 hours for shirts with french cuffs.

Why is soaking critical to the stain removal process? For 3 reasons: 

• Conventional washing techniques involve tumbling your fine shirts in a washer 
wheel in a mix of hot water, harsh, caustic, industrial grade detergents and 
bleaches. High thread count shirts are sensitive to hot water, harsh, caustic, 
industrial grade detergents and bleaches. True quality shirt care requires 
a reduction in the wear and tear that could result from the use of these 
conventional washing techniques.

• Conventional washing techniques involve longer wash cycle times (anywhere from 
30 to 45 minutes) to allow the hot water, detergents and bleaches to penetrate 
the fibers and release the soils and water-based stains. High thread count shirts 
are sensitive to long wash cycles. True quality shirt care requires a reduction in the 
length of the wash cycle.

• Conventional washing techniques involve high temperatures and bleaches. High 
thread count shirts are sensitive to high temperatures and bleaches. True quality 
shirt care requires a lowering of temperatures and the elimination of bleaches.
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In summary, conventional washing techniques involve washing your fine shirts in hot water, 
harsh, caustic, industrial grade detergents and bleaches for an extended period of time.

All no no’s.

But don’t take my word for it.

Alexander Kabbaz, a world-renowned custom shirt maker, offers this care tip on his 
website: 

“Allowing a shirt to soak ... reduces the amount of scrubbing 
needed to remove soil, therefore reducing wear. The longer it is 
permitted to soak, the better the results.”

Now you know why soaking to remove soil and water-based stains is critical.

A word of warning: A number of cleaners have picked up on the idea that soaking your 
shirts has merit.

This begs the question: Is soaking an integral part of their cleaning process, or is the claim 
to soaking merely another marketing gimmick designed to differentiate their shirt laundry 
from the competition?

Here’s what I don’t understand: How can these cleaners continue to deliver this added, 
labor-intensive, time-intensive process while charging only $1.50, $2.50, $3.50 or $4.50 per 
shirt for next day or even same day service?

Either they’re uniquely brilliant or they’re bluffing. My money’s on the bluffing.

 “Ordinary cleaners use 

conventional washing 

techniques – tumbling your 

fine shirts in a washer wheel 

for 30 to 45 minutes in hot 

water combined with harsh, 

caustic, industrial grade 

detergents and bleaches – in 

an often futile attempt to 

remove water-based stains, 

many of which require time 

to eliminate or reduce.”

“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
LAUNDER GENTLY AND BRIEFLY
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After soaking, a true quality shirt laundry will gently and briefly launder your fine shirts 
in computer-controlled wet cleaning machines where microprocessors control water 
temperature, water levels, and the speeds of the washes, rinses and extracts to exacting 
specifications.

Here’s a little more information on this subject: 

• They will only use pre-softened water.

• Depending on their geographic location, their water temperature is cold (during 
the winter months) or cool (during the summer months). 
 
There’s no need to wash in hot water because the prior soakings have already 
removed all the oil- and water-based stains that can possibly be removed. 

• Their wash cycle is short, typically 5 minutes. That’s not a typo. 5 minutes.

• There’s no need to wash for an extended period of time – say 30 to 45 minutes 
like ordinary cleaners – because the prior soakings have already removed all the 
oil- and water-based stains that can possibly be removed.

• They only use the most gentle of detergents.
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At RAVE FabriCARE, for example, we only use gentle enzyme detergents from 
Sanitone ®, the premier manufacturer of high quality dry cleaning and wet 
cleaning detergents in the USA. Only dry cleaners and shirt laundries that are 
licensed by Sanitone can use Sanitone products. RAVE FabriCARE has been a 
Sanitone licensee for over 25 years.

Our Sanitone enzyme detergent is:

> pH balanced. So it’s free of alkaline detergent residues, has a pH close to 
that of human skin and is hypoallergenic.

> Fragrance and perfume free. So it’s suitable for those who are sensitive to 
fragrances and perfumes.

> Phosphate free. So it’s biodegradable. 

• They don’t use sodium hypochlorite (aka household bleach) or sodium peroxide in 
their wash cycle. These bleaching agents fade colors and weaken/rot fibers over 
time.

• They don’t use fabric softeners in our wash cycle. Softeners yellow fabrics over 
time and the fragrances and perfumes in softeners are not suitable for those who 
are sensitive to fragrances and perfumes.

• They don’t overload their wet cleaning machines. This reduces the possibility of 
abrasions.

• They don’t launder your fine shirts together with other items to be wet cleaned. 
Zippers, metal buttons and other fabrics with rough surfaces can pill the fibers.
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“Ordinary cleaners use conventional washing techniques –

tumbling your fine shirts in a washer wheel for 30 to 45

minutes in hot water combined with harsh, caustic,

industrial grade detergents and bleaches – in a futile

attempt to remove both oil- and water-based stains. 

At a true quality shirt laundry, the wash cycle is short,

typically 5 minutes. There’s no need to wash for an

extended period of time – say 30 to 45 minutes –

because the prior soakings have already removed all

the oil- and water-based stains that can possibly be removed.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
RINSE. THEN STARCH IF REQUIRED
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After laundering, a true quality shirt laundry will rinse your fine shirts multiple times in cold 
water (during the winter months) or cool water (during the summer months). This ensures 
that your fine shirts are free of any possible irritating chemical residues.

After laundering, they’ll starch your shirts to your personal preference using the finest, 
natural wheat starch for a smooth, even application.

Why wheat starch? Because wheat starch will completely dissolve the moment it comes 
into contact with water – every time the shirt is soaked or laundered.

A true quality shirt laundry will not use cheap synthetic starches (poly vinyl acetate 
commonly known as PVA) or synthetic blended starches (PVA and vegetable) which adhere 
to your shirt’s fibers like a coat of paint (think Elmer’s Glue). Every time your shirts are 
starched another “coat” is added.

Soon, they begin to walk by themselves!

The use of synthetic starches has another disadvantage.

Because synthetic starch builds up on your shirt fibers and does not dissolve instantly on 
contact with water and because conventional washing techniques typically involves a 30 
to 45 minute tumbling in a shirt washer, your shirts – particularly your collars and cuffs – 
will abrade fairly rapidly.

Oh, and one more thing about your personal starch preference.

Please remember that different cottons and cotton blends absorb natural corn and wheat 
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starch differently (if I just mentioned “cotton blends,” please excuse me). A light starch on 
one type and weave of cotton might might be completely inappropriate on another type 
and weave of cotton. As a general rule, a thicker cotton will absorb more starch than a 
thinner cotton. A light starch applied to a single ply oxford cloth shirt will feel heavier than 
a light starch applied to a Italian bespoke shirt constructed of Egyptian cotton loomed at 
reputable Swiss mill.

Common sense should prevail when one level of starch is applied across the board to all 
your cotton shirts.

As for the level of starch, a true quality shirt laundry will typically only offer two levels of 
starch – none and light.

At RAVE FabriCARE, for example, we only offer none and light. 

If you request medium starch, we’ll have to have a conversation. 

And if you request heavy starch, well, that requires a serious discussion. And we’d probably 
reject your request anyway, particularly if the shirt can be categorized as “high quality” 
based on brand name alone.
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“Ordinary cleaners use cheap synthetic starches (poly vinyl

acetate commonly known as PVA) or synthetic blended starches

 (PVA and vegetable) which adhere to your shirt’s fibers like a

coat of paint (think Elmer’s Glue). Every time your shirts

are starched another “coat” is added.

Soon, they begin to walk by themselves!

And because synthetic starch builds up on your shirt fibers and

does not dissolve instantly on contact with water and because

conventional washing techniques typically involves a 30 to 45

minute tumbling in a shirt washer, your shirts – particularly

your collars and cuffs – will abrade fairly rapidly.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
HAND IRON
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After laundering and starching (if required), a true quality cleaner will steam out your shirts 
to relax the fibers and then hand iron them to perfection. Paying particular attention to the 
collars, cuffs, front and sleeve plackets, side and sleeve seams, underarms, body to sleeve 
seams, sleeve to cuff seams, pockets and epaulets.

Now, some ordinary cleaners and wannabe cleaners claim that they routinely hand iron all 
their laundered shirts.

Can this be true?

Of course it’s not true.

For example, show me a cleaner among the 400+ cleaners in the metro Phoenix area that 
routinely hand irons all your laundered shirts, and I’ll show you pigs that fly!

By way of background, here’s what happens to your laundered shirt – even at the so-called 
“better cleaners” or the self-styled “couture care specialists”.......

Your shirt is laundered using conventional washing techniques – scrubbing, hot water, 
harsh caustic industrial grade detergents and bleaches.

Then it’s pressed on a series of machines that have all the precision of a sledgehammer: 
one for the body, one for the sleeves and one for the collar and cuffs Typically, at the rate 
of 40 to 50 per hour.

Finally, your shirt is “strategically touched up” by hand ... if deemed necessary ... if you’re 
lucky. And then, typically, only on the sleeves and underarms.
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This is the shirt that’s passed off to the customers as a hand ironed laundered shirt.

Unfortunately, a 1 to 2 minute machine pressed touched up laundered shirt aka a “hand 
finished laundered shirt is not an 8 to 12 minute hand ironed laundered shirt.

To qualify as a hand ironed laundered shirt, the shirt must be PARTIALLY steamed by 
machine and then COMPLETELY pressed by hand (that’s a hand ironed laundered shirt). 
Not COMPLETELY pressed by machine and then PARTIALLY touched up by hand (that’s a 
machine pressed, hand touched up laundered shirt aka a “hand finished laundered shirt”).

At a true quality shirt laundry, every laundered shirt is hand ironed. As a matter of routine. 
Not machine pressed and then strategically “touched up” ... if deemed necessary ... if you’re 
lucky.

A true quality shirt laundry would never pass off a machine pressed, touched up laundered 
shirt aka a “hand finished laundered shirt” as a hand ironed laundered shirt in the hope 
that you’d never know the difference between a $1/$2 machine pressed, touched up shirt 
aka a “hand finished laundered shirt” and a $8/$9 hand ironed laundered shirt.

Why do ordinary cleaners pass off a machine pressed, touched up shirt aka a “hand-
finished laundered shirt” as a hand ironed shirt? To minimize labor and maximize profit, of 
course.

And how do they get away with this? They count on you not understanding the process 
that produces an extraordinary laundered shirt and never figuring out the difference 
between a $1/$2 machine pressed, touched up laundered shirt aka a “hand finished 
laundered shirt” and a $8/$9 hand ironed laundered shirt.

A reasonable person might even call this approach bait and switch.

There’s one more thing that really gores my goat and that, I believe, should be categorized 
as “shirt laundry malpractice”: Creased sleeves on a long sleeve laundered (or dry cleaned) 
shirt.

A true quality cleaner would never, ever crease your sleeves from the shoulder to the cuff. 
Unless, of course, you specifically request us to do so. And then only after they’d try to 
convince you otherwise.

Why no creases?

Because a rolled sleeve is the first sign, amongst many other factors, that your shirt 
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has been hand ironed to perfection. And because the manufacturer of fine shirts never 
intended that the sleeves of their fine shirts ever be creased. After all, if that was their 
intention, wouldn’t your new shirts arrive with creased sleeves right out of their original 
packaging?

One more point about creases in sleeves: If you own any “non-iron” shirts and any of those 
shirts were “processed” by a cleaner who automatically creases the sleeves of all their 
laundered shirts, those creases are now permanent and cannot be removed. There’s no 
fix for this problem. Even if you use a spray starch and apply significant pressure with a 
steam iron.

In such cases, a true quality shirt laundry has no option other than to return those shirts to 
you with creased sleeves.
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“At ordinary cleaners, your shirts are laundered using

conventional washing techniques – scrubbing, hot water,

harsh caustic industrial grade detergents and bleaches.

Then they’re pressed on a series of machines that have

all the precision of a sledgehammer: one for the body,

one for the sleeves and one for the collar and cuffs.

Typically, at the rate of 40 to 50 per hour. Finally, they’re

“strategically touched up” by hand ... if deemed necessary ...

if you’re lucky. And then, typically, only on the sleeves

and underarms.

This is the shirt that’s passed off to the customers

as a hand ironed laundered shirt.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
INSPECT & PACKAGE
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After hand ironing, a true quality shirt laundry carefully inspects each shirt – individually. 
Top to bottom. Inside and out.

They replace chipped or missing buttons and reinforce all loose buttons.

They replace all collar stays. And if the original collar stays are missing or bent, they replace 
those stays with a new set of stays that are sized to match your collar stay pockets (unless 
you have specifically requested them not to insert collar stays). At RAVE FabriCARE, for 
example, we offer 6 different sizes of collar stays to perfectly fit your collar stay pockets.

They sew up open seams.

Finally, they’re packaged one shirt to an extra-wide poly bag.

If you travel frequently, like to stack your shirts vertically on shelves or are short on closet 
hanging space, you might ask your cleaner to “box” or “fold” your shirts.

However, when you open the packaging, your shirts look like a rumpled, slept-in mess.

Why? For three reasons: 

• They’re machine pressed

• They’re machine folded

• They’re stuffed into a thin, narrow poly bag.
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Here’s one more reason: the cleaner has prior knowledge that the shirt will be folded. So 
why bother with a “proper pressing” (as they might define it) when you know that the 
subsequent folding will destroy the pressing anyhow?

Given this situation, how do you maintain the pristine condition of your shirts and avoid 
that rumpled, slept-in look typically associated with folded shirts from an ordinary 
cleaner?

The answer is simple: a hand-folded, air-cushioned shirt.

A true quality shirt laundry will 

• Fold your shirt in half. Not in thirds, like ordinary dry cleaners.

• Fold your shirt by hand. Never by machine, like ordinary cleaners.

• Cushion the folds with sheets of acid-free tissue. And support the body and collar 
with a stiff shirt board and collar bands.

• Seal the shirt in a heavy gauge shirt bag with a “built in” cushion of air. 

AT RAVE FabriCARE, for example, we introduced a variation of the hand-folded, air-
cushioned shirt. We also offer a “short folded” shirt designed to the depth of your storage 
cabinetry. “Short folded” shirts have to be folded in thirds. Just specify the maximum 
length of the poly bag and we’ll accommodate your needs. Same folding process; shorter 
poly bag.

So go ahead. Manhandle your folded shirts. Stuff ‘em in that suitcase. You’ll find that a 
hand-folded, air-cushioned shirt travel beautifully. With practically no wrinkles or creases 
when the package is opened up.

Fact is, if you travel frequently, your hand folded, air-cushioned shirts will arrive at their 
destination in far better condition than shirts on hangers that are gently carried in a 
garment bag. Some clients have even remarked that their shirts look far better on arrival at 
home than if they had personally picked them up from their local cleaner on hangers.

All shirts that are requested to be folded or that arrive at RAVE FabriCARE through our 
Nationwide Clean By Mail service are always folded and returned in this manner.
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WHAT A TRUE QUALITY SHIRT LAUNDRY
SHOULD ALWAYS DO
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Every cleaner – the value cleaner, the ordinary cleaner and the wannabe cleaner – talks 
about their quality standards.

Every cleaner promises it.

And every cleaner claims to meet or exceed the “industry’s highest standards” (whatever 
that phrase may mean).

But when you ask what those specific standards are, you’re typically met with a blank 
stare or some general mumbo jumbo.

Truth is, the vast majority of ordinary cleaners pay mere lip service to true quality.

By contrast, a true quality shirt laundry will put their standards in writing. And in detail.

It’s how they hold their fabricare associates accountable. And how their clients, in turn, hold 
them accountable. On every order. On every item.

So before you select a cleaner, ask the cleaner for a detailed list of their quality standards. 
In writing. You might find their response instructive.

For example, here are the shirt laundry quality standards I follow at RAVE FabriCARE:

• No staples or pins

• No glued on or heat sealed “uniform rental” bar code labels
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• Foreign matter removed from pockets

• Ink spots/steaks at bottom of pocket removed (depending on the color of the 
shirt, permanent inks and ink spots/steaks previously worked on by ordinary 
cleaners may not be removable)  

• Each shirt individually examined

• Dry cleaning, wet cleaning, hand cleaning and multi-process cleaning regimens to 
be employed tailored to each specific shirt

• Odor remediation technologies and processes to be employed tailored to each 
specific shirt

• Each shirt pre-spotted (to the extent practicable) prior to any soaking in a dry 
cleaning fluid, soaking in a water-based solution, or laundering in a wet cleaning 
machine

• Cuffs of french cuff shirts individually hand cleaned

• Each shirt soaked in siloxane dry cleaning fluid to dissolve oil-based stains, 
including body oils in the collars and cuffs and oils and fats from food spills

• Each shirt soaked in water-based solutions to relax the fibers and dissolve soil 
and water-based stains, including perspiration (up to 8 hours for barrel cuffs and 
up to 12 hours for french cuffs)

• Top-of-the-line Sanitone ® shirt laundry chemistry

• Cold or cool temperature water washes for no longer than 5 minutes (no warm, 
hot or boiling water washes) followed by 2 short rinses to remove any detergent 
residue

• pH controlled buffered sour

• Premium, natural wheat starch (no synthetic starch or corn starch)

• Choice of 3 different starch levels – none and light; medium if you’re absolutely 
adamant (any request for heavy starch requires serious discussion....before we 
refuse to honor your request)

• Brightest whites, creams and pastels
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• Each shirt meticulously hand ironed (paying particular attention to collar and  
cuffs, front and sleeve plackets, side and sleeves seams, underarms, body to 
sleeve seams, sleeve to cuff seams, pockets, pocket flaps and epaulets)

• No collar stay impressions (collar stays removed prior to ironing and replaced after 
ironing)

• Bent or missing collar stays replaced after ironing

• Collars correctly turned all the way down at the back of the neck

• Wrinkle free, rounded collars and cuffs (to the extent permitted by shirt 
construction and prior launderings by ordinary cleaners/shirt laundries)

• Sleeves rolled, never creased (any request to crease the sleeves of a shirt requires 
serious discussion....before we refuse to honor your request)

• No puckered seams or wrinkled underarms

• Reverse side of french front plackets carefully hand ironed

• Choice of french cuffs flat or rolled (any request to crease a french cuff requires 
serious discussion....before we refuse to honor your request)

• Each shirt thoroughly inspected

• Repairs completed

• Missing and cracked buttons replaced

• Chipped buttons replaced with a complete new set of buttons (requires client 
approval)

• Loose buttons reinforced

• Choice of shirts on hangers or hand folded in an air-cushioned, heavy duty poly 
bag

• Extra wide shirt hangers

• Extra wide, heavy duty poly bags

• Each shirt individually packaged
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So next time you visit or call your shirt laundry, don’t forget to ask them for a detailed list – 
in writing – of their quality standards.

If they provide you with a detailed list, compare what they say they do to what they 
actually do. And who is best positioned to know what they actually do? That person is you, 
of course. After all, you’ve experienced the quality of their product over time.

On the other hand, if they can’t provide you with a detailed list, don’t forget to ask them 
why not.

“Truth is, the vast majority of ordinary cleaners pay

mere lip service to true quality.

By contrast, a fabricare specialist or true quality

cleaner will put their standards in writing. And in

detail. It’s how they hold their fabricare associates

accountable. And how their clients, in turn, hold

them accountable.

                            

On every order. On every item.”“
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WHAT A TRUE QUALITY SHIRT LAUNDRY
SHOULD NEVER DO
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In the previous chapter, I’ve tried to convey the essentials of true quality shirt care.

Now that you know what should be done, let’s explore what should not be done......

• A shirt laundry should not abrade your collars and cuffs by scrubbing them with 
nylon brushes.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but how else do you expect us to get your collars 
and cuffs reasonably clean?”

• A shirt laundry should not wash your shirts in hot water.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but how else do you expect us to attempt to 
dissolve the body oils, creams and lotions as well as greasy food deposits?”

• A shirt laundry should not use harsh, caustic, industrial grade detergents.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but how else do you expect us to attempt to get 
the stains out?”

• A shirt laundry should not add fabric-destroying bleach to the wash.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but how else do you expect us to attempt to get 
your whites reasonably white?”
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• A shirt laundry should not starch your shirts with cheap synthetic glue that 
adheres to your shirt’s fibers like multiple coats of paint.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but what do you expect us to use? A premium 
wheat starch?”

• A shirt laundry should not bang ‘em out on a machine at the rate of 40 to 50 an 
hour and then claim that our laundered shirts are hand ironed.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but what more do you expect for 75 cents or 
$7.50 a shirt?”

• A shirt laundry should not hand iron your shirts with the collar stays inserted.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “ Sorry, but surely you don’t expect us to remove the 
collar stays before laundering and pressing and thenreplace them after pressing?

• A shirt laundry should not crease the sleeves of your shirts.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: Sorry, but how else to you expect us to cover up the 
tell-tale signs of our poor machine pressing?

• A shirt laundry should not return your shirts with puckered seams and wrinkled 
underarms.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but what do you expect? A hand ironed shirt?”

• And a shirt laundry should not stuff ‘em in a narrow poly bag like sardines in a can.  
 
Ordinary cleaner response: “Sorry, but why should we bother with the packaging 
on the outside, when we have little regard for the shirts on the inside?”

At ordinary cleaners, these shirt travesties are called “standard operating procedures”.

And the results? A machine mangled, dishwater dingy, cardboard crusty shirt. That’ll last 25 
to 35 cleanings, at best (that’s the “industry standard”). Before you’re forced to throw them 
out or consign them to the charity bin.
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BENCHMARKING
A TRUE QUALITY SHIRT LAUNDRY
vs
AN ORDINARY SHIRT LAUNDRY
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Here’s your opportunity to compare an ordinary shirt laundry - and your own shirt laundry - to a true quality shirt laundry:

A True Quality Shirt Laundry....... An Ordinary 
Shirt Laundry?

How About Your 
Shirt Laundry?

 
Does not use staples or pins Possibly but not likely

 
Does not glue or heat seal “uniform rental” bar code labels onto your shirts Possibly but not likely

 
Removes foreign matter from pockets NO

 
Removes ink spots/steaks at bottom of pocket (depending on the color of 
the shirt, permanent inks and ink spots/steaks previously worked on or just 
ignored by ordinary cleaners may not be removable)   

NO

 
Examines each shirt individually NO

 
Tailors the dry cleaning, wet cleaning, hand cleaning and multi-process 
cleaning regimens to be employed to each specific shirt

NO

 
Tailors the odor remediation technologies and processes to be employed to 
each specific shirt 

NO

 
Hand cleans the cuffs of french cuff shirts – individually NO

 
Soaks their shirts in siloxane dry cleaning fluid to dissolve oil-based stains,
including body oils in the collars and cuffs and oils and fats from food spills NO
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Uses top-of-the-line Sanitone® shirt laundry chemistry Possibly but not likely

 
Washes their shirts in cold or cool temperature water for no longer than 5
minutes (no warm, hot or boiling water washes) followed by 2 short rinses to 
remove any detergent residue

NO

 
Uses a pH controlled, buffered sour to ensure that your shirts don’t “yellow” 
during pressing Possibly but not likely

 
Starches their shirts with a premium, natural wheat starch (no synthetic starch 
or corn starch) 

Possibly but not likely

 
Offers a choice of 3 different starch levels – none and light; medium if you’re 
absolutely adamant (any request for heavy starch requires serious discussion....
before they refuse to honor your request) 

NO

 
Produces the brightest whites, creams and pastels NO    

 
Hand irons each shirt meticulously (paying particular attention to collar and 
cuffs, front and sleeve plackets, side and sleeves seams, underarms, body to 
sleeve seams, sleeve to cuff seams, pockets, pocket flaps and epaulets) 

NO       

 
Produces shirts with no collar stay impressions (collar stays removed prior to 
laundering and ironing and then replaced after ironing) 

NO

 
Replaces bent or missing collar stays after ironing NO

 
Returns their shirts with collars that are correctly turned all the way down at 
the back of the neck 

NO
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Returns their shirts with wrinkle free, rounded collars and cuffs (to the extent 
permitted by shirt construction and prior launderings by ordinary cleaners and 
shirt laundries) 

NO

 
Returns their shirts with sleeves that are rolled, never creased (any request to 
crease the sleeves of a shirt requires serious discussion....before they refuse to 
honor your request) 

Possibly but not likely

 
Returns their shirts with no puckered seams or wrinkled underarms Possibly but not likely

 
Hand irons the reverse side of french front plackets Possibly but not likely

 
Offers a choice of french cuffs flat or rolled (any request to crease a french 
cuff requires serious discussion....before they refuse to honor your request) 

NO

 
Moves their shirts around their facility by hand – gently – not through 
mechanical means 

Possibly but not likely

 
Inspects each shirt thoroughly Possibly but not likely

 

Replaces missing or cracked buttons Possibly but not likely

 

Replaces chipped buttons with a complete new set of buttons (requires client 
approval) NO

 

Reinforces loose buttons Possibly but not likely

 
Offers a choice of shirts on hangers or hand folded in an air-cushioned, heavy 
duty poly bag NO
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Uses extra wide shirt hangers Possibly but not likely

 
Uses extra wide, heavy duty poly bags Possibly but not likely

 
Packages each shirt individually Possibly but not likely

 
Allows sleeves to drape naturally in the poly bag and does not use plastic clips 
(with serrated interior edges) to “handcuff” them together

Possibly but not likely

 
Declines to offer same or next day in-store service on your shirts – a service 
that is incompatible with true quality cleaning 

NO

 
Declines to pick up and deliver those same shirts in 2 or 3 days – a service 
that is incompatible with true quality cleaning NO

 
Charges prices that affords them the opportunity to concentrate solely on the
quality of the product they deliver and not be influenced by the prices charged
by the cleaner across the street or across town 

NO
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SHIRTS AND BLOUSES:
DRY CLEAN OR LAUNDER?
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The internet is awash in statements such as this: 

“Do not dry clean your shirts! The chemicals in dry cleaning fluid 
will destroy the fabric and even turn your custom shirts yellow. 
Instead request that your shirts be laundered.”

 
The implication is of this statement is that laundering fine cotton shirts will result in less 
damage to your shirts than dry cleaning.    

So what’s the basis for this statement?

Quite frankly, I have no idea. I will say this however: Blanket statements such as the one 
above provide no guidance whatsoever. They’re about as worthless as a trapdoor in a 
lifeboat.  

The bottom line is that poor dry cleaning is bad in much the same way that poor shirt 
laundry is bad.

Together with sweaters, shirts and blouses probably constitute the bulk of many wardrobes. 
Without doubt, the most common question we’re asked is how to care for these garments: 
dry clean or launder?

There’s no simple answer. It all depends…...
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That’s because there are a number of factors that go into the decision whether to dry 
clean or launder a shirt or blouse. In many cases, the decision is a judgement call on the 
part of the client and/or the cleaner.

The primary factors that should be considered in the dry clean vs. launder decision are:

Care label
 
Shirts or blouses with care labels that state “dry clean only”, “machine washable, for best 
results dry clean,” “hand wash, line dry and press at low temperatures” are examples of 
shirts and blouses that should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.

A word of caution is in order.

Just because a shirt or blouse has a care label identifying the manufacturer’s 
recommended cleaning instructions doesn’t mean that the care label is technically 
accurate and complete. I’d estimate that 20% of all garments we receive contain care 
labels that are technically inaccurate or incomplete to some degree or another.

The bottom line is that nothing beats informed judgement when it comes to making the 
dry clean vs. launder decision. 

Stains
 
The nature of the stains – oil-based or water-based or both – will dictate whether the shirt 
or blouse should be 

• dry cleaned,

• hand washed, wet cleaned or laundered,

• dry cleaned and then hand washed, wet cleaned or laundered, or

• hand washed, wet cleaned or laundered and then dry cleaned.
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Texture
 
Textured fabrics that are embossed or ribbed and fabrics with a raised feel or nap should 
be dry cleaned and hand ironed to protect the texture of the fabric.

Ultra fine cottons (such as shirts by Battaglia, Bijan or Stefano Ricci) should be dry 
cleaned and hand ironed for that “butter soft” feel.

Buttons
 
Garments with “non-standard” buttons should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.

Examples of “non-standard” buttons include colored shell buttons; concave shell buttons 
with a thin, raised rim; shell buttons with a thickness greater than standard; shell buttons 
with a diameter greater than standard; brand signature/monogrammed buttons; metal 
buttons; plastic buttons with metal rims; glass buttons; painted buttons; buttons with 
metal or plastic shanks; and the like.

In many cases, these types of buttons should also be removed prior to cleaning and 
replaced after finishing using the original button sewing technique (usually the “cross 
stitch” or “parallel stitch”) or protected by an appropriate covering.

Trim
 
As a general rule, garments with trim and embellishments should be dry cleaned and hand 
ironed.

A true quality cleaner should be able to clean almost any shirt or blouse with trim or 
embellishments. Expertly. Safely. And effectively. Whether it’s beads, sequins, rhinestones 
or paillettes, plastic, vinyl or rubber; paint, glitter or silk screen; appliques or

embroidery; suede, leather or fur; multi-media comprising fabrics and skins; feathers; or 
high-tech fabrics.
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Color
 
Dark colored shirts and blouses should be dry cleaned and hand ironed to protect the 
intensity of the colors.

Dark colored shirts and blouses that are wet cleaned or laundered tend to fade over time, 
especially along the seams of the collar, cuffs and front plackets – even if wet cleaned or 
laundered in cold water on a short cycle.

Fabric
 
Many shirts and blouses contain silk, linen, rayon (aka lynocell or tencel), nylon and/or 
polyester (including cotton/polyester blends that are 60% polyester or greater). These 
shirts and blouses should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.

Elasticity
 
Many shirts and blouses contain varying amounts of spandex (also known as lycra) - 
anything from 2% to 20%. These shirts and blouses should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.

Brand
 
Consideration should be given to the brand when making the decision to dryclean or 
launder.

Off the rack shirts and blouses such as Armani (black label), Battistoni, Borelli, Brioni, 
Chavet, Corneliani, Escada, Ford, Gucci, Isaia, Kiton, Lorenzini, Loro Piana, Prada, Ralph 
Lauren (purple and black label), Ricci and Zegna are examples of off the rack brands that 
should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.

Bespoke shirts and blouses such as Attolini, Bugelli, Carvet, Finolla, Kabbaz, Kiton, Liverano, 
Loro Piana, Maffeis, Matuozzo, Napoli Su Misura, Siniscalchi, Siviglia and Ypsilon are 
examples of bespoke brands that should be dry cleaned and hand ironed.
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Preference
 
Personal preference plays a role in the dry clean vs. launder decision.

Some clients want all their shirts and blouses – casual, dress and formal; white, pastel and 
colored – dry cleaned and hand ironed.

A true quality cleaner will be happy to honor such requests. They’ll even guarantee that 
your white cotton shirts and blouses that are dry cleaned will be spectacularly bright. As 
bright as your white cotton shirts and blouses that are laundered in hot water with caustic, 
industrial grade detergents and bleaches by ordinary cleaners.

Fit
 
Shirts and blouses with a classic fit may be suitable for professional laundering and 
pressing (by hand or by machine) provided, of course, that none of the factors described 
above apply.

However, fitted and semi-fitted shirts and blouses that have a contoured body should be 
dry cleaned and hand ironed.

Price
 
Price can be a consideration when it comes to the dry clean vs launder decision. As a 
general rule, dry cleaning is more expensive than laundering. Many clients take a just-do-
what’s-best for the shirt or blouse approach; others are insistent that the shirt or blouse be 
handled in a particular way.

A true quality dry cleaner or shirt laundry will, generally, follow the client’s instructions. In 
most cases. But not always.

If they believe that a client’s instructions will be detrimental to the look and/or life of 
the garment, they’ll often refuse to process that garment and just return it to the client 
uncleaned.
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(Aside: In most cases, that same garment comes back to them a few weeks later with 
new instructions: Try to fix the “damage” wrought by another cleaner, except, this time, do 
whatever you feel is right).

Summary
 
I’m pretty sure that many ordinary cleaners will disagree with these general guidelines. I 
have no problem with that. It’s their decision to treat your fine garments in any way they 
please in their never ending quest to deliver garments at the lowest possible cost and in 
the fastest possible time.

They’ll continue to produce ordinary, bang and hang cleaning; I’ll continue to advocate on 
behalf of true quality cleaning.

Unsure how a specific shirt or blouse should be processed? Consult a true quality cleaner. 
They’ll be happy to advise and help.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
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Here’s the takeaway from this ebook: True quality shirt care is all about process, 
craftsmanship and time.

It’s about what shirt laundries do.

It’s about how they do it.  

It’s about the time they take to do it.

And, even more importantly, it’s about what they don’t do.

Process, craftsmanship and time is what separates the work of skilled technicians from the 
work of relatively unskilled machine operators.

The websites, brochures and newsletters of many cleaners – especially those wannabe 
cleaners who claim to be “high-end” or that strive to project themselves as “high-end” 
in order to capture the price differential between ordinary cleaning and extraordinary 
cleaning – chronicle fanciful, often dubious descriptions of their processes and 
craftsmanship. They trumpet their “attention to detail”, “pursuit of perfection”, “devotion to 
the exceptional” and “delivery of the exquisite”.

Yet, they only charge 99 cents, $1.50, $2.50, $3.50 or $4.50 for a laundered shirt that’s 
turned around in one day or even the same day, or picked up on day 1 and delivered on day 
3. Even $10.00 for a shirt that’s no better than a $3.50 shirt!

Consider this quote from one local cleaner that turns their shirts around in 1 to 3 days...
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“It’s obvious your shirts look better when serviced at ABC 
Cleaners. But, did you know that the life span of each garment is 
also significantly increased because our superior regimens?

No other dry cleaner in Arizona has a more thorough and gentler  
process for servicing a shirt, as compared to ABC Cleaners. 
Our multi-stage cleaning and finishing processes are far-more 
extensive and thought-out than any other in town. If lucky, other 
cleaners follow a very few number of the steps.” (This statement is 
followed by a laundry list of the  procedures they allegedly follow). 
 

I just have one question for this cleaner: If you’re that good, how can you possibly be so 
cheap? And so fast?

Here’s a quote from another local cleaner...

“Fine shirt laundering: This is where XYZ Cleaners has broken 
the mold of any competitor cleaners. Men’s 100% cotton business 
shirts are a huge portion of what we clean on a daily basis. We 
just happen process them differently. (This statement is again 
followed by a laundry list of the procedures they allegedly follow).

There are other dry cleaners in Arizona that can match this 
but their pricing for this same service is $6.00 per shirt or more 
and the turnaround time ranges from two days to a week. XYZ 
Cleaners charges $2.50 per shirt for this service and returns it in 
one business day.

This is why XYZ Cleaners is known for the finest shirt laundering 
in the Arizona market.”
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I just have one question for this cleaner: If you’re that good, how can you possibly be so 
cheap? And so fast?

In other words, how can you possibly deliver the process and craftsmanship that you 
allegedly incorporate into your product at that price and in that time frame? And still 
remain in business?

Maybe you just haven’t got a reasonably accurate handle on your shirt production costs 
(i.e., how much it costs you to produce a “cleaned and pressed shirt”)? Maybe you’re 
operating under the widely-held but nonetheless false assumption that rock bottom shirt 
laundry prices will bring in higher-margined dry cleaning business? Maybe it’s your mission 
to render a charitable service to society at large? Maybe it’s nothing more than a con?

Or, is the simple truth, that no one will pay a premium price for your self-described 
“exceptional” or “exquisite” product?

On the other hand, if you know the secret formula, let me suggest that you might want 
to consider a new, more lucrative and intellectually stimulating profession: management 
consulting.

The Four Seasons and The Ritz Carlton would pay dearly to learn how to deliver their rooms 
at a Sheraton’s price while maintaining their existing quality standards; Morton’s and 
Ruth’s Chris would be delighted to learn how to deliver their steaks at a Denny’s price while 
maintaining their existing quality standards; and BMW and Mercedes would be fascinated 
to learn how to deliver their vehicles at a Kia price while maintaining their existing quality 
standards.

With a good eye, an inquisitive mind and a little practice, you’ll find it quite easy to 
separate fact from fiction, and to differentiate, not between good and bad, but between 
better and best.

Hopefully, this ebook has provided you with some ammunition necessary to do just that.

So learn about the process. Challenge your shirt laundry. Ask the probing questions. Insist 
on straight, jargon-free answers. And then invest some time assessing the truthfulness of 
those responses.

Your image and your fine shirts will love you for that.
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WHAT DO YOU DO NEXT?
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Thank you for reading.

Share this ebook

Please feel free to share this ebook with whoever you believe might be interested. Such 
as your bespoke tailor, custom shirt maker, professional clothier, personal shopper, friend, 
relative or business associate. Even your dry cleaner.

EMAIL TWITTER FACEBOOK

GOOGLE+ LINKEDIN   PINTEREST

Comment on this ebook

I welcome your feedback on this ebook.

On the other hand, if you operate a dry cleaner and you believe that the information 
contained in this ebook will “destroy the dry cleaning industry as you know it” (and, yes, I 
have received that comment), let me be blunt: No one’s forcing you to change the way you 
currently do things. So hold the vitriol and the name calling. I’m just not interested in your 
sensitivities.

Email me at comments@ravefabricare.com
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Review this ebook

I welcome your review this ebook – positive or negative – on your blog or on your favorite 
fashion/style blog or forum.

If you do review this ebook, please provide proper attribution to Stu Bloom and RAVE 
FabriCARE (accompanied by a link back to www.ravefabricare.com). Also, please let me know 
of your review by emailing me at stu@ravefabricare.com (accompanied by a link to your 
review, if possible).

Many thanks.
 

Ask a question

Now that you’ve read this ebook, you might have questions pertaining to one or more of your 
own garments. If so, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Email me at questions@ravefabricare.com

Subscribe to our quarterly newsletter

Sign up for our quarterly RAVE Review ® newsletter to learn more about the ideas that form 
the basis for this ebook.

Amongst other things, you’ll get tips, ideas and information you can use. And special offers 
only available to subscribers to our newsletter.

It’s free. No spam. We promise. Unsubscribe whenever you wish.

Subscribe to our newsletter 
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Follow my blog

Follow my blog, True Quality Cleaning, for straight talk about garment, shirt and accessory 
care from experts who calls it like it is. In plain English.

And the best way to keep up with my blog is to subscribe to receive my blog posts via email. I 
typically post once or twice a week.

Subscribe to my blog

 

Book the author

I’m available to speak to groups about fine garment care. Sometimes they listen.

To book me to speak about garment care in general or about any specific garment or shirt 
care subject in particular, please call me toll free at 1.844.RAVEFABRICARE (1.844.728.3322) or 
contact me by email.

Email me at speaking@ravefabricare.com

Interview the author

To interview me about garment, shirt and/or accessory care, please call me toll free at 1.844.
RAVEFABRICARE (1.844.728.3322) or contact me by email.

Email me at media@ravefabricare.com

You’ll find many sample interview questions in our RAVE FabriCARE Media Kit PDF.

To download our Media Kit, please click here. 
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Request a guest post

If you are associated with any fashion or style blog or website and you believe that any 
subject covered in this ebook might appeal to your audience, please contact me. I’ll consider 
any proposal to contribute to your blog or website.

While I can’t guarantee a contribution on every occasion, I’ll seriously evaluate all requests. You 
loose nothing by asking.

Email me at guestposts@ravefabricare.com

Born on date

This ebook was created on January 1, 2016 and is based on the best information at that time.
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ABOUT
STU BLOOM & RAVE FabriCARE
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About Stu Bloom

Stu Bloom is Founder and President of RAVE FabriCARE (www.ravefabricare.com), a full 
service fabricare specialist based in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Stu is the driving force behind RAVE FabriCARE, a company that specializes in caring 
for bespoke, made-to-measure, designer, high fashion, specialty, vintage and couture 
garments and gowns, household textiles (such as fine bed and table linens, draperies, sofa 
and cushion covers, comforters, bedspreads, blankets and quilts), and accessories (such as 
handbags, purses, wallets, backpacks, shoes and boots).

Over the years, Stu has developed a following amongst some of the world’s foremost 
bespoke tailors and shirt makers, amongst bloggers who opine on classic styling and 
fine tailoring as well as fine garment, shirt and accessory care, and amongst members of 
various forums that cater to individuals who are passionate about fine garments, shirts and 
accessories.

Stu is the editor of and a contributor to the RAVE FabriCARE blog, True Quality Cleaning, a 
blog that addresses an array of issues related to fine garment, shirt and accessory care.

He is also the author of various ebooks on those subjects, all of which are available as a 
free download, without email registration, from www.ravefabricare.com/freestuff

For a more complete biography, see www.expertfile.com/stu.bloom
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About RAVE FabriCARE

RAVE FabriCARE delivers extraordinary care by combining outstanding technical 
knowledge, obsessive attention to detail, unmatched stain removal skills, exceptionally 
gentle cleaning processes and old-fashioned hand ironing craftsmanship with the most 
advanced equipment available today.

RAVE FabriCARE serves the needs of clients locally through their in-store service and local 
pick up and delivery service and throughout the USA and Canada through their Nationwide 
Clean By Mail service.

RAVE FabriCARE is the only dry cleaner in Arizona and one of the very few dry cleaners 
in the USA recognized as one of the nation’s premier dry cleaners by non-compensated, 
independent, authoritative third parties.

We earned those endorsements from bespoke tailors, bespoke shirt makers and bloggers 
who opine on classic garments by serving these clients and delivering, on a consistent 
basis, extraordinary care for their personal garments, household textiles and accessories.

At RAVE FabriCARE, we don’t pay for these endorsements. And, unlike other cleaners, we 
don’t buy our “awards”.

That’s right, a payment of approximately $500 per month to a marketing organization 
masquerading as a standards organization will buy you the right to claim that you were 
“voted” or “selected” as one of America’s best cleaners” for (fill in a number) years running, 
or as “one of America’s finest cleaners  for (fill in a number) years running, or as “one of 
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America’s (fill in a description) cleaners” for (fill in a number) years running.

Membership is available to almost any dry cleaner able to project a little service lobby and 
garment packaging glitz and willing to write a monthly check – irrespective of the quality 
and consistency of product they deliver.

These “awards” are very similar to those advertisements you see in airline magazines 
proclaiming those listed in the advertisement as “America’s Best Doctors”, “America’s Best 
Lasik Surgeons”, “America’s Best Steak Houses”, “America’s Best Seafood Restaurants”, 
“America’s Best Bed & Breakfasts” or “America’s Best Boutique Hotels”.

And, if you don’t believe that these organizations are primarily marketing organizations, 
pay close attention to the composition of their membership – mostly ordinary cleaners 
and wannabe cleaners who offer relatively cheap prices and quick turnaround, and who are 
looking for a competitive crutch to differentiate themselves from their local competition.

On the other hand, if you’re looking for a cleaner that has a stronger focus on quality 
garment care, consider a cleaner that’s a member of Leading Cleaners Internationale.

LCI is the only organization that thoroughly investigates the qualifications and standards 
of applicants through on-site interviews and inspections. Fact is, the application, interview 
and inspection process is so rigorous and intimidating that very few of the applicants who 
apply for membership and, when they do apply, very few are actually invited to join the 
organization.
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DISCLAIMERS
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We believe that most readers of this ebook are likely to be rational, reasonable and responsible 
individuals. However, after 25 years in the garment care business, I know that there will always 
be those – probably no more than a handful of readers – who will look to assign blame to 
someone else:

“I read your ebook and followed your advice to exercise care when dealing with ordinary, bang 
and hang cleaners. That gave me the confidence to drop off my Napoli Su Misura and Charvet 
shirts at a local cleaner with specific instructions that they be laundered and hand ironed. 
Now the collars and cuffs are rippled, the collar points are frayed, the seams are puckered, the 
french cuffs have a sharp crease instead of a roll, and the sleeves have a knife-edge crease 
from shoulder to cuff instead of a roll. It’s your fault and you’re going to pay!”

“I always have my white dress shirts professionally laundered by a cleaner regarded as the 
best in our city. Over time, the collars have yellowed. So I sent you four of the worst ones for 
restoration to white. You did a great job on three. However, one still had a faint yellow hue 
inside the collar band. It’s your fault and you’re going to pay!”

“I pay $7.75 for a Nordstrom-branded laundered shirt. My dry cleaner tells me that he charges 
more because he hand irons all his shirts. There’s even a display stand on his front desk 
highlighting this claim. So I dropped off 3 medium blue cotton shirts. And they came back 
faded, especially along the seams, with numerous small pinch marks in the area where the 
body joins the sleeves and the sleeves join the cuffs. Furthermore, every shirt has a sharp 
crease along the sleeve from the shoulder to the cuff. After reading your ebook and carefully 
examining my shirts after processing, I now believe the claim that he hand irons my shirts to be 
bogus. It’s your fault and you’re going to pay!”

So here it goes...

This ebook is written, published and distributed on an “as is” basis without warranties of any 
kind, either express or implied.

This ebook is designed to provide you with information you might find useful in guiding your 
thinking and consequent actions on the best approach to keeping your fine garments looking, 
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feeling and smelling great – over the long term. Every effort has been made to ensure that the 
information contained in this ebook is accurate, current and reliable. Nonetheless, only you 
and you alone, can assess the information contained in this ebook and relate that information 
to your own experiences, objectives, financial resources and other circumstances. When in 
doubt, seek the advise of a trusted garment care professional.

Please note that all direct and indirect links to any third party website or web blog contained 
in this ebook are provided for your convenience only. The author and/or RAVE FabriCARE 
cannot and do not warrant the accuracy, currency or reliability of any information contained 
in any third party website or web blog, and no third party websites or web blogs identified in 
this ebook should be viewed as having been endorsed by the author and/or RAVE FabriCARE. 
Accordingly, the author and/or RAVE FabriCARE will not be liable to you or any other party 
for any direct or indirect loss of investment, income, profit, business contract or goodwill as a 
result of your reliance on the information contained in any third party website or web blog to 
which this ebook links, directly or indirectly.

And, finally, no ebook disclaimer would ever be complete without including the following 
clause: The author and/or RAVE FabriCARE make no warranties that this ebook or any third 
party website or web blog to which this ebook directly or indirectly links is free of computer 
viruses or other contamination.
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Many of the photographic images appearing in this ebook have been provided by:

The Armoury, Artisanal Clothiers, NYC, US
www.thearmoury.com

Permanent Style, Menswear Blog, London, UK
www.permanentstyle.uk.co


